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the kirtland economy revisited
A market critique of sectarian

economics

marvin S hill
C keith rooker
larry T wimmer

introduction
in early january 1838 joseph smith and sidney rigdon lead-

ers of the mormon church used the cover of darkness to flee
kirtlandKirdand ohio an angry mob at their heels behind them were
disgruntled creditors disillusioned church members and civil au-
thoritiesthorities who denounced them and sought to bring them to
court what had been a seemingly prosperous community made
up largely of optimistic mormonscormons less than a year before was now
torn with faction a village which most planned to abandon

events leading up to the kirtlandKirdand disaster have been re-
viewed many times and are generally well known the mormonscormons
were a religious group which had immigrated to ohio in 1831 af-
ter joseph smith had published the book of mormon a work
claimed to be a religious history of ancient america and had
founded under divine revelation a new church said to be the
only true church of christ mormon assertions met with opposi-
tion in western new york where the church got its start and
the mormonscormons fled to ohio where they made several thousand con-
verts and exerted increasing influence on local affairs in geaugageaugh
county at kirtland the mormonscormons experimented with commucomma
arianismnitarianismunitarianismnit developed a theology which largely repudiated calvi-
nistic determinism effected an active lay priesthood and lay mis-
sionary program and sought to develop a closely integrated
community where religious values permeated every aspect of life
by 1837 the community seemed fairly stable and secure but due

marvin S hill is associate professor of history at brigham young university C keith rooker is
professor of law at brigham young university larry T wimmer is associate professor of economics
at brigham young university
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to events which this work explores at length the mormonscormons began
quarreling among themselves and many soon challenged the
prophetic leadership of joseph smith

prevailing historical interpretation holds that the kirtland
disaster was due to general economic collapse which was precipi-

tated by the failure of the kirtland safety society bank a banking
experiment initiated by joseph smith and others in the fall of
1836 it is generally held that the banking failure and the sub-
sequent inability of smith and his church to meet their economic
obligations grew out of more complex causes 1 kirtland was
not a viable economy it was incapable of supporting either the
rising population or the economic activities of the church leaders
a weakness which should have been apparent to joseph smith be-
forehand 2 smith and other leaders were involved in reckless
land speculation which caused rapid increases and then devastating
declines in land prices 3 smith was hopelessly and irresponsibly
in debt

with but few exceptions historians who have argued in this
fashion have viewed kirtland as a test case arguing that the bank-
ing fiasco proves the fallibility of the prophet james H kennedy
one of the earliest students to write a book length study of kirtl-
and 1 illustrates the tendency historians have had to judge and
moralize about mormonism while recounting the banking failure
in an address before the oneida historical society of utica new
york in 1890 kennedy affirmed that joseph smiths early career
evolved amidst moral barrenness and that oliver cowdery da-
vid whitmer and martin harris the three witnesses to the book
of mormon were in truth three corner stones of a huge edifice
of religious fervor sad delusion and cunning fraud of which jo-
seph smith was the fourth 2 inevitably kennedy traced out his
theory of fraud and deception in his account of the decline of
kirtland with indignation he characterized it as bad manage-
ment a haste for riches that outranautran the resources of capital at
command a bank that in defiance of law issued worthless scrip
that was hardly meant to be redeemed 3

in 1902 william alexander linn published the story of the
mormansmormonsmonnons which remained the major work on mormonism with
many university professors into the middle 1950s linn began his

james harrison kennedy early days of mormonism new york charles scribners sons 1888
gamesjamesames harrison kennedy the three witnesses of the book of mormon magazine of western

history 11 march 18904641890 464
3kennedykennedyokennedy early days of mormonism p 151531553
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work with the affirmation that his search has been for facts not
for moral deductions but added significantly except as these
present themselves in the course of the story A central theme of
his book is that the mormon kingdom was a menace to ameri-
cans that the church does not conceal its purpose to rule the
whole nation As a religion mormonism is not to be taken se-
riouslyriou sly for they are a people governed by religious imposture
their founder a lad of low birth very limited education and un-
certain morals its beginnings so near burlesque that they drew
down upon its originators the scoff of their neighbors this same
tone pervades his account of the banking which he sees as a

scheme to evade the anti banking law of 1824 because of the
financial irresponsibility of mormon leaders it is no wonder they
could not maintain church unity 1144

in fawn brodies 1946 biography of joseph smith entitled no
man knows my history 5 she insists that the bank was expected
to solve the problem of debts by the beguilingly simple expedient
of stamping out new notes whenever possible these notes were
to be exchanged for hard money brodie says that at any time
other than the mid thirties such a plan would have been mad 1361166

she takes at face value the charges of bitter mormon apostate
cyrus smalling that smith filled his money boxes with sand lead
and old iron quoting one such witness that the boxes created
general confidence in the solidity of the bank and that beautiful
paper money went like hot cakes for about a month it was the
best money in the country brodie says that from its beginning
the bank had been operating illegally and stresses the number of
times that smith was arrested as a result of his banking activities
and his debts 7

robert kent fielding in a phd dissertation at indiana uni-
versity in 1957 sees the bank as a child of desperation and kirt
lands economy as unproductive and deficient 8

pro mormon writers have not avoided moralistic condemnation
of the kirtland failure although they have avoided negative con

william4williamawilliam alexander linnunn the story of the cormonsmormons new york russell & russell 1902 ppap v
1 7 151 153

fortorwor earlier comments by one of the authors on brodies biography of joseph smith see marvin
S hill secular or sectarian historyhistory55 A critique of no man knows my history egurbchuchchurchehuchu ch history 43
march 197478961974781974 78 96

pawnfawn brodie no man knows my history new york alfred A knopf 1946 p 194
71bidbid ppap 197 198 199204199 204
robert kent fielding the growth of the mormon church inin kirtland ohio phophphdD diss

indiana university 1957 ppap 163 16779167 79 174 182 203 205
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clueluciuclusionselusionselisionssions regarding smiths prophetic calling B H roberts in his
comprehensive history of the church accuses the mormonscormons of reck-
less speculation and folly and sin he says that the collapse of
kirtland came as a result of the pride and worldly mindedness
among the saints 9 more recently max parkin in a study of
kirtland for the LDS seminaries and institutes maintains that eco-
nomicnomic reverses in kirtland were due to the unsound speculations
in land and credit buying parkin insists that false prosperity
caused the saints to become haughty in spirit and lifted up in
the pride of their hearts 10

it is our contention that moral judgments upon mormonism
have obscured the real story of what happened to the kirtland
economy our argument is based upon the premise that the vol-
untary nature of market transactions imposes constraints upon be-
havior that creditors demand assets or they refuse to make loans
and buyers and sellers expect fair market prices or they do not
trade we think the evidence demonstrates that these principles
operated at kirtland and believe that all parties to the business ar-
rangementsrangements in question participated because they believed that
they would benefit from the results previous historical accounts
of the kirtland economy have overlooked the fact that smith pro-
vided his creditors with assets that he was buying and selling land
at market prices and that the economic reversals in the kirtland
economy involved a change in economic conditions that reason-
ably prudent economic men probably would not have anticipated

I1 VIABILITY OF THE KIRTLAND ECONOMY

the charge that kirtland had a nonviable economy and was
therefore incapable of supporting either the rising population or
the economic activities of the church leaders plays a major role in
the thesis of kent fielding who declares that the economic and
financial condition of the church ought to have been a matter of
great concern to kirtlandsKirtlands leaders an examination would
have disclosed several areas of great weakness which unless
strengthened were likely to break down altogether and plunge the
church in economic ruin kirtland he says lacked the basic sys-
tem of productive activity necessary to a thriving city

ab9bB H roberts A comprehensive history of taethetarthe church offtsusof jesus christ of latter day saints 6 vols
salt lake city deseret news press 1930 1398 402

maxlomax H parkin conflict at kirtland provo utah LDSIDSirs department of seminaries and in-
stitutesstitutes of religion 1967 p 171

Tieldingfieldingeiding growth of the mormon church ppap 163 167
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fielding maintains that mormon agriculture was virtually un-
developed 12 he argues that of the 15000 acres in the kirtland
township the mormonscormons owned only 1700 acres in 1836 and that
this acreage included only thirty parcels of farm size it is un-
clear how he derived the total acres owned by mormon families
since no complete membership records exist for that period fur-
thermorethermore he fails to define what constitutes farm size by the
time joseph smith arrived in kirtland late in 1831 there may
have been as many as 100 members there 13 in addition we know
that the number of families paying personal property taxes in-
creased from 128 in 1830 to 181 in 1834 and 246 in 1836 14 it is
not unreasonable to assume that most of the new families were
mormon thus by 1836 there may have been as many as 130
mormon families in kirtlandKirdand even if we accept fieldings figure
of only 1700 acres owned by mormonscormons and we know of no evi-
dence to substantiate it the average holding per family would
have been just over thirteen acres while we know of some larger
mormon farms 15 most farms in kirtland were undoubtedly small
family farms but that does not prove that mormon agriculture
was undeveloped

fielding also contends that the mormon weakness in agricul-
ture was not compensated for by industrial developmentdevelopment116 11616 and
that without some industrial potential they could not hope to
support a large population 111717 his concern stems not from the
lack of industry in kirtland which he admits had been well de-
veloped by 1836 but from the fact that the mormonscormons did not
control the important industries had they been owned by the
church he insists they would have furnished an excellent eco-
nomic base from which to expand as population grew 18 fielding
fails to consider how many mormon workers may have found
work in industries or businesses owned by non mormonscormons some
industries were indeed owned by mormonscormonsMormons but fielding provides

ibid121bid p 167
this13this estimate is found both in fielding growth of the mormon church chapter 2 and

marvin S hill the role of christian primitivism in the origin and development of the mormon
kingdom 1830451830 45 phd diss university of chicago 1968 ppap 12223122 23

geaugageaugh county ohio real and personal property owners tax list 1830401830 40 genealogical
society library salt lake city utah

mormonscormonsMormons who were among the large farm holders in kirtland were isaac morley william
marks newell K whitney joel johnson john johnson edmund durfee john tanner and fred-
erick G williams

fielding growth of the mormon church p 168
17 robentrobert kent fielding the mormon economy in kirtland ohio utah historical quarterly

27 october 19593401959 340
18 fielding growth of the mormon church ppap 16869168 69
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no adequate means of determining how much industrial devel-
opment was or was not enough

to a considerable extent the fielding point of view is based
upon a not uncommon twentieth century view of preindustrial so-
ciety which deprecates agricultural or commercial activities and
presumes that industrialization is essential for economic growth
and viability a view that has been seriously challenged by recent
economic studies 19 if fielding had been evaluating an average
community for that period of time 1830 1840 it is likely that
applying his standards he would have concluded it was nonviable
income per capita in 1840 for example was approximately 90
per year family size was approximately 5.55555 members per family
yielding a family income of around 500 per year of all house-
holds approximately 66 percent lived on farms 23 percent lived in
villages and only 11 percent in cities of those engaged in market
occupations 70 percent were farmers with an annual income of

140 per year only 14 percent were engaged in manufacturing
mining or construction with an average workday of around elev-
en hours 20 by todays standards these data imply poverty and
stagnation in 1840 however they represented one of the most
rapidly advancing economies in the world and one which may
have already achieved a higher standard of living than that of
most european countries 21

the notion of viability as discussed by linn brodie field-
ing and others vaguely relates to the agricultural and industrial
base of a community but is never set forth in a manner lending
itself to measurement or verification presumably viability is a
condition related to the growth of real income per capita but
these critics have not specified when a growing frontier commu-
nity has a sufficient or insufficient level or rate of growth in any
case the available evidence is too fragmentary to support an
unequivocal conclusion regarding the economic viability of kirtl-
and but there exists a considerable amount of related informa-
tion perhaps sufficient for a tentative conclusion

19forfor this debate see walt W rostow stages of economic growth new york columbia univer-
sity press 1960 chapters 2 and 4 robert W fogel railroads and american economic growth bal-
timore johns hopkins press 1964 chapter 4 douglas C north A note on professor rostowsrostoksRostows
takeofftake off into sustained economic growth manchester school of economic and social studies 26

19575868751957581957 586858 687568 75 albert fishlow empty economic stages the economicjournaleconomic journal 75 march 1965
11225112 25

olancelance E davis et al american economic growth new york harper & row 1972 chapter 2

ibid and robert W fogel and stanley L engerman the reinterpretationinterpretation ofamericanof american economic
history new york harper & row 1971 chapter 2
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in ohio the decade from 1830 to 1840 was one of rapid eco-
nomic growth and rising population by 1832 the state had com-
pleted 309 miles of the ohio canal and continued to extend the
system throughout ohio until it reached over 800 miles 22 the
general westward migration and the new markets and construc-
tion associated with the canal led to rapid population expansion
huntington concludes that this decade witnessed the beginning
of a new era of progress during which

the population of ohio increased much more rapidly than it had
during the 1820s from 1830 to 1840 the population of the united
states increased by 32.7327327527 percent during the same period the popu-
lation of ohio increased by 62 percent the total gain of popu-
lation in ohio from 1830 to 1840 was 581564 a number greater by
more than 50000 than its gain for any other decade during the cen-
tury 23

by the end of the decade ohio ranked third in the nation in
population 24 and first in the production of wheat and corn 25

table 1 shows that population in ohioschios principal cities doubled
during this decade

it is possible of course that ohio in general experienced
growth but that the region around kirtland known as the west-
ern reserve did not share in that growth the evidence however
suggests otherwise

francis weisenburger describes this region as an excellent
dairy country that enjoyed such a wide and important trade in
dairy products that it is properly called cheesedomcheesedom he notes
that considerable quantities of sheep were sheared annually in
the meadows of the western reserve and that the produc-
tion of maple sugar was a significant industry with the principle
center in geaugageaugh county 26

the western reserve may have lagged behind the more pro-
ductive region of middle and southern ohio but the completion
of the ohio canal to cleveland in 1833 gave a stimulus to this
region that by 1840 almost tripled the population of most existing
towns and as table 2 shows increased the volume of trade in
wheat and flour tenfold

21 21warrenwarren jenkins the ohio gazetteer and travelers guide columbus ohio isaac N whiting
1837 ppap 52830528 30

23cC C huntington A history of banking and currency inin ohio before the civil war ohio
historical quarterly 24 19153531915 355353555

24 24francisfrancis P weisenburger the passing of the frontier vol 3 of the history of ohio ed carl
wittke columbus ohio ohio state archaeological and historical society 1941 p 4

5 5huntingtonhuntington banking and currency inin ohio p 353
6weisenburgerweisenburger passing of the frontier ppap 11 717471 74
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table 1

population OF SELECTED OHIO CITIES 1830 40

population
city 1830 1840
canton 1257 3299
cincinnati 24831 46338
cleveland 1076 6071
columbus 2435 60486048
dayton 2950 6067
lancaster 1530 3272
newark 999 1433
springfield 1080 2062
warren 501 1996
zanesville 3094 4766

39753 81352
SOURCES US fifth census or enumeration of the inhabitants of the united states
As corrected at the department of state 1830 washington DC duff green
1832 ppap 118 43

US sixth census or enumeration of the inhabitants of the united states As cor-
rected at the department of state 1840 washington DC blair and rives
1841 ppap 289 344

table 2

GROWTH OF REVENUE AND TRADE FROM THE OHIO CANAL
1832 40

trade at cleveland
total

year canal revenue wheat bu flour bu
1832 79982 288722 54404
1833 136555 386760 98302
1834 164488 333868 105.326105326
1835 185664 387232 132319
1836 211823 464756 167539
1837 293428 549141 203.691203691
1838 382135 1229012 287465
1839 423599 1515320 264887
1840 452122 2155407 505461

SOURCES totaltota1 revenue C C huntington and C P mcclellmcclellandand history of the
ohio canals columbus ohio historical society 1905 ppap 161688 172

trade at cleveland harry N scheiber ohio canal era A case study of govern-

ment and the economy 1820 61 athens ohio the ohio university press

1969 p 193
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given the location and similarity of geaugageaugh county with that
of the region there is no reason to believe that it experienced a
pattern of growth significantly different from the surrounding
area indeed a description of geaugageaugh county from the ohio gazett-
eer and travelers guide 1837 implies that it was representative of
the western reserve region

the soil is generally good tolerably well watered and heavily tim-
bered the county generally is under a good cultivation and pro-
duces grain of all kinds cattle sheep pork beef butter cheese and
iron castings in great abundance 2717

table 3 shows that the rapid population growth which was char-
acteristicacteristic of the region and state was also taking place in geaugageaugh
county

the above information suggests our contention that the dec-
ade of the 1830s was one of rapid growth for ohio and geaugageaugh
county in general and helps place kirtlandsKirtlands experience in per-
spectivespective it says nothing however as to the viability of the kirtl-
and economy itself a matter we need now to consider more di-
rectly

numerous comments by contemporary observers while in-
sufficient evidence in and of themselves suggest that the kirtland
economy was indeed experiencing a new era of growth and optim-
ism in january 1837 oliver cowdery editor of the messenger and
advocate gave the following description of economic conditions in
kirtland

our streets are continually throngedthrongerthronged with teams loaded with
wood materials for building the ensuing season provisions for the
market people to trade or parties of pleasure to view our stately
and magnificent temple although our population is by no means as
dense as in many villages yet the number of new buildings erected
the last season those now in contemplation and under contract to
be built next season together with our every day occurrences are
evincive of more united exertion more industry and more enterprise
than we ever witnessed in so sparse a population 2811

later in july 1837 his brother warren recalled the optimism
which existed during 1836 and the first half of 1837

the starting up of buildings in every direction around us were
evincive to us of buoyant hope lively anticipation and a firm con-
fidence that our days of pinching adversity had passed by 29

jenkins ohio gazetteer p 199
280oliverliverilver cowdery in messenger and advocate 3 january 183744418371857 444
79warren79warren cowdery in messenger and advocate 3 june 1837520185752018371857 520 this statement appears in the

june issue but due to a time of causes and a combination of circumstances the june issue ap-
peared in july
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table 3

population OF SELECTED TOWNS IN GEAUGA COUNTY
183018301850 AND 18401840

town population
1830 1840

auburn 428 1198
bainbridge 439 988
batavia 336 771
burton 646 1022
chardon 881 1064
chester 550 962
claridon 637 897
concord 979 1136
hambdencambden 530 840
huntsbury 449 911
madison 1898 2800
mentor 703 1245
montville 226 567
munson 354 1263
newbury 594 1209
painesvillegainesvillePainesville 1499 2580
parlsmanparlaman 732 1181
perry 1148 1339
russel 115 742
thompson 737 1028

lake county formed from
geaughgeauga and cuyahogaCuya hoga countiescounties

in 1840 13719
geaugageaugh county 15813 16197
cuyahogaCuyahoga 10373 26506

26186 56522

SOURCES 7525US757.5 fifth census or enumeration of the inhabitants of the united states
As corrected at the dedepartmentpartment of state 1830 washington DC duff green
1832 ppap 118 43

US or enumeration of the inhabitants of the united states As corrected at the de-
partmentpartment of state 1840 washington DC blair and rives 1841 ppap 289 344
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the observations of visitors to the village and those who had
recently returned agreed with cowderysCowderys appraisal and contradict
the claims of fielding and others that only the temple construc-
tion provided a source of employment 5030 A visitor to the city in
june 1837 said that the region was hilly and broken yet not
unproductive mormonscormonsMormons he said owned the land for two square
miles and it was well watered with many mills making use of the
water power houses were small made of wood 31 A few months
earlier jacob K butterfield wrote to his wife that there was no
lack of work in kirtland that opportunities were better than
they had been in maine and wages were good for common labor
ranging from 12 to 40 a month the people are industrious he
said the land broken but good 32

when wilford woodruff returned from his mission in no-
vember 1836 he found kirtland vastly changed now prosperous
with the sound of ax and hammer heard everywhere and walls

and dwellings going up all around 33 in january 1837 willard
richards wrote to his sister that there were no fancy buildings in
kirtland except for the temple but many small framed houses
with new ones going up almost every day carpenters and join-
ers he said command any price 34

comments from painesvillegainesvillePainesville gave a similarly optimistic impres-
sion of business expansion for that neighboring community

in contrasting the present village of painesvillegainesvillePainesville 1836 with what it
was three or four years since our mind is led to inquire what has
produced this busy hum of business which now salutes our ears we
believe it to have been produced from none but natural causes
in 18521832 our population was about 400 now within the corporate
limits we have about 1100 in 183318351853 there were but eight stores and
shops there are now eighteen merchant stores 35

what evidence is there that this impressionistic comment is
anything more than an illusion earlier we noted that the infor-
mation required for a precise conclusion the profitability of farms
and mercantile and manufacturing enterprises the level of wages
and prices of commodities and the volume of imports and ex

3fieldingfieldmgFieldmg mormon economy ppap 34142341 42
31early31 early notices of the mormonscormonsMormons 1833381833 38 collection of miscellaneous sources june 1837

wisconsin historical society madison wisconsin
jacob K butterfield to his wife persis butterfield 4 november 1837 jacob K butterfield

collection utah historical society salt lake city utah
33joumaljournal of wilford woodruff 25 november 1836 church archives

34willard richards to hepsibah richards 20 january 1837 willard richards letterbookLetterbook 1821-
1843 church archives

35 35parkinparkin conflict at kirtland p 160
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ports is not currently available however tables 4 and 5 are de-
scriptive comparisons of some important features of kirtland and
of neighboring painesvillegainesvillePainesville for 1836 fielding claims that a further
weakness in the mormon economy was to be found in the pro-
liferationliferation of merchants 36 yet painesvillesPainesvilles population which was
only about 500 more than kirtlandsKirtlands 2500 to 2000 supported
eighteen dry goods stores to kirtlandsKirtlands nine at the same time
painesvillegainesvillePainesville claimed only two manufacturing establishments to kirt
lands twelve it may be recalled that fielding while expressing
conconcerncern over the lack of industrial development in kirtland ac-
knowledged that kirtlandsKirtlands industrial capacity had been well de-
veloped by 1836 37 it is also important to remember that in the

table 4
description OF painesvillegainesvillePAINESVILLE IN 1836

general characteristics number
acres in township 2 13500
Population 3 2538
houses 150
newspapers 2

bank of geaugalgeauga1 1

stage lines 3

churches 1 3

taverns 4

physicians 7

lawyerslawyers11 9

cattle2cattler 640
horses2 379

mercantile firms
dry goods storesstores1storest 18

drug stores 2

hardware storesstores1storest 1

jewelry shops 2

grocery stores 4

manufacturing firms
floeringflouringFlou ring mill 1

saw mill 1

SOURCES 1 jenkins warren the ohio gazetteer and travelers guide 1837 p
348 2 geaugageaugh county tax records in genealogical society salt lake city
and 3 our estimate based upon a procedure discussed later in the paper

3636fieldingfielding mormon economy p 341

fielding3fielding growth of the mormon church p 168
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table 5

description OF KIRTLAND 1836

number of
general characteristics religious affiliation
acres in township 4 15000
population7populationpopulations7 2025
houses3 500300
Periodicalperiodical6periodicals6 1

churcheschurches11 3
tavems3taverns3Taverns3 2

cattle4cattler 751
horses4 276

mercantile firms
newel K whitney & co 1 LDS
hyrum smith J carter & R cahoon LDS
whitmer rich & co LDS
joseph smith1smithsmitha LDS

J boyington L johnson & J halehaie LDS

J bump 0 hyde & E bosleybosiey LDS
P pratt & J goodson LDS
two firms5 non LDS

manufacturing firms
blacksmith 1 non LDS
SawrSawmillsawmill15nill 15 non LDS
gristmillgristmill1515 non LDS
carding mill 2215 non LDS
fulling & clothing factoryfactory1515 non LDS
brick yard LDS
printing officesoffice6 LDS
Hahasheryhashery1basheryshery LDS
tannery 1 LDS
shoe shop LDS
forge1forgeforgea LDS
potterypottery11 LDS
steam sawmill15sawmill15 LDS

SOURCES 1 fielding the mormon economy 1959 p 341 2 pancoast
mormonscormonsMormons at kirtland ppap 166 179 3 jenkins the ohio gazetteer 1837

p 248 4 geaugageaugh county tax records 5 parkin conflict at kirtland p
165 6 messenger and advocate 2july 183634918361856 549349 7 our estimate
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first half of the nineteenth century industry referred primarily
to small shops that were engaged in tanning milling etc 38

in contrast to fieldings assertions it is likely that the best
evidence of kirtlandsKirtlands viability and comparability with ohio in
general is its rapidly rising population and land values studies
have consistently shown that there is a strong relationship between
land prices and patterns of migration including the observation
that migration is affected by income differentials among regions or
countries and highly correlated with the business cycle 39 people
do not migrate to make themselves worse off and in spite of re-
ligious motivations it is unlikely that migrants would have con-
tinued to flow into kirtland if in fact it had been seriously inferi-
or to the areas from which they came or to neighboring
communities that could have been alternative destinations table 6
presents the number of families in kirtland for selected years from
1830 1840 by 1837 the number of families in kirtland was al

table 6
NUMBER OF FAMILIES IN KIRTLAND

year number
1830 128
1834 181
1836 246
1837 304304504
1840 209

SOURCE geaugageaugh county tax records available inin the genealogical society li-
brary salt lake city utah

38 38agriculturalagricultural data are nonexistent the following information on agricultural production inin
kirtland inin 1878 may shed some light on kirtland farming inin the 1830s even though forty years

after mormon kirtland this list agrees with earlier descriptions of farming inin the western reserve
and geaughgeauga county it isis almost certaincertain that mormon farmers were following the pattern estab-

lished inin the region by the constraints of climate and soil conditions

agricultural production IN KIRTLAND IN 1878

products acres production
wheat 538 8147 bushels

oatsoars 605 19809 bushels
corn 582 2176021760 bushels
potatoes 2231 18308 bushels

orchards 504 2274 bushels
meadow 1563 1744 bushels

butter 49920 pounds
cheese 20400 pounds
maple sugar 7376 pounds

history of geaughgeauga and lake county ohio philadelphia williams brothers 187811878 p 248
39seesecsee allan G bogueboguc from prameframeprairie to corn belt chicago quadrangle books 1968 clarence

H danhof change inin agriculture the northern united states 1820 1870 cambridge mass har
vard university press 1969 richard A easterlinEasterlm population change and farm settlement inin the
northern united states copy inin possession of the author peter H finhertlinhertLinhert land scarcity and

american growth journal of Eeconomic history 34 december 19748518419748511974 851 84
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most 212ivi times the 1830 level and about double the 1834 number
today it is common to think of kirtland as a small community
surrounded by larger cities however in 1837 it was larger than
akron canton warren and youngstown and not much smaller
than cleveland columbus and dayton

similarly rising land values represent a natural market adjust-
ment to rapid increases in population and as such not only con-
stitute increased wealth but serve as a partial index both of exist-
ing economic conditions and of expectations regarding the future
declining prosperity or even future uncertainty are reflected al-
most immediately in the form of declining land values on the
other hand rising land values imply a degree of confidence in
both the present and the future table 7 shows the rapid rise in
land values in kirtland between 1830 and 1837 the 1837 level
being almost five times the 1830 level and double the 1834 level

table 7
LAND VALUE IN KIRTLAND IN REAL PRICES

year value per acre total acres total land values
1830 7037.03703705 15000 105450
1834 17.061706 15000 255900
1837 339533.9553955595 15000 509250
SOURCE value per acre is derived from data found in the geaugageaugh county land
records and total acres from the geaugageaugh county tax records both are avail-
able in the genealogical society library salt lake city utah

coconsequently available evidence though fragmentary indicates
that joseph smith and others had reason to view the future opti-
misticallymisti cally kirtland in 1831 37 was experiencing along with the
rest of ohio and the western reserve region a period of econom-
ic growth and rising prosperity it was on the basis of such evi-
dence that joseph smith and others including his creditors
formed their expectations regarding both his current economic
condition as well as his future ability to meet financial obligations
there was nothing in this evidence that would permit one to pre-
dict the banking panic of may 1837 or the economic depression
that was to burden the entire nation beginning inin 1839 40

40forfor the controversy over the year in which this depression began seesec peter temin thejackthemackthe jack-
sonian economy new york W W norton 1969 ppap 11371113 71
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II11 LAND PRICES speculative BUBBLE
OR RISING prosperity

according to the traditional view one of the reasons for the
economic reversals suffered by joseph smith and other mormon
leaders was the spirit of speculation which precipitated the rapid
rise and subsequent decline in the price of land in the kirtland
township 41 the notion that the increasing price of land in kirtl-
and was the result of excessive and irresponsible speculation ar-
gues at least implicitly that there was no sound economic justifi-
cation for the movement of land prices over this period of time

there is probably no more common explanation of economiceconomic
failure throughout the course of american history than that of
speculation overspeculation in railroads canals turnpikes land
gold or stocks has been used to explain almost every recession or
financial panic that occurred in the nineteenth and first half of
the twentieth centuries in this country 42 and yet it is a phenome-
non which continues to elude precise definition what constitutes
overspeculation or for that matter what is speculation the
word is often used in hindsight to describe the behavior of people
who have earlier purchased land stocks bonds etc at a price
from which its value has subsequently declined if investors lose
money they are accused of overspeculation if on the other hand
the value of their investments continues to rise it is thought to
have been a wise investment since all purchases of financial or
tangible assets take place in markets with imperfect knowledge and
therefore risk it would appear to be too harsh to condemn as
though they were morally deficient those who misjudge market
trends or fail to anticipate unexpected departures from longtermlong term
trends

much of what fielding and brodie contend depends upon this
kind of ex post facto condemnation brodie claims that kirtland
was in the throes of the maddest speculative craze in the nations
history 114343 fielding seems to equate speculation with any purchase

thisithisathis view is encountered in the works of numerous authors W wyl mormon portraits salt
lake citygryary tribune printing 1889 p 36 linn story of the cormonsmormonsMormons p 144 brodie no man
knows my history p 188 roberts comprehensive history 1398 fielding growth of the mormon
church p 487 parkin conflict at kirtland p 171 dean A dudley bank bomborn of revelation
the kirtland safety society anti banking company the journal of ecoFcoeconomicnomic history 30 december
19708491970 849 scott H partridge the failure of the kirtland safety society BYU studies 12 sum-
mer 19724401972 440

42forfor example see harold underwood faulkner american ecoFcofooeconomicnomic history 8thath ed new york
harper & row 1960 ppap 162 panic of 1837 163 panic of 1857 516 panic of 1873 519
panic of 1893 523 panic of 1907 638 crash of 1929

43 brodlebrodiebrodic no man knows my history ppap 18889188 89
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on credit smith he writes was evidently speculating for both of
these purchases were made on mortgage contracts elsewhere
fielding notes that joseph smiths purchases were purely specula-
tive as he invested only 100 of his own money 3144114444

it seems to us that the term overspeculation is overusedoverused
and is virtually meaningless as it is applied here it fails to explain
the real cause of economic panic or failure

ECONOMIC MODEL

since market transactions involve individuals making voluntary
contracts there likely exists a rational explanation for the move-
ment of prices furthermore we should be able to define those
variables which account for the price change as affecting either the
demand or the supply of the item in question in the case of land
it is reasonable to assume that the supply of land does not change
with changes in either the price of land or any other variables
the amount of land that will be purchased or the demand for
land is likely a negative function of or inversely related to the
price of land relative to the price of alternative goods negatively
related to an index of the price or value of assets which might be
held as substitutes for land positively related to prospective buy-
ers real per capita income and positively related to population or
the number of potential buyers

our hypothesis is that changes in the real price of land from
1830 to 1840 were primarily determined by changes in population
whatever changes are not explained by population may have been
due to income the price of substitutes for land speculation and
other nonspecified influences in order to test our hypothesis we
need the following series of data

1 annual estimates of population
2 an annual price index showing the movement of prices in

general during this period
3 annual changes in the average price of land in the kirtland

township
A population it is well known that there were large and rap-

id changes in population in kirtland during this period unfortu-
nately however the only population estimates which have been
available up to this time have been estimates of the census years
1830 and 1840 these estimates are not useful since they tell us of

fielding growth of the mormon church ppap 214 216
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the situation before the mormonscormons migrated to kirtland and after
a large number of the mormonscormons had left our problem therefore
was to estimate population for the intervening years from 1831 to
1839

table 8
YEARLY population ESTIMATES FOR KIRTLAND OHIO 183018301850 4040

4 5 6
3 estimate estimate estimate 7

2 personal based on based on based on change
pop property 1830 ntxnax 1840 ntxnax avgaag ntxnax based on

1 from owners ratiobratio1ration ratio ratio avgaag ntxnax
year census taxed 7.95317953179551 8.507285072 8.23015823015825015 ratio

1830 1018 128 1018 1089 1053
1831
1832 140 1113 1191 1152 9419.41

1833 152 1209 1293 1251 8.68686

1834 181 14401440 1540 14901490 19.1191191

1835 212 1686 18041804 1745 17.1171
1836 246 1956 2093 2025 igo16016016.016o
1837 304304504 2418 2586 2502 236
1838 223 1774 1897 1835 26.7267267

1839 207 1646 1761 1704 7.17171

18401840 1778 209 1662 1778 1720 0.90909og

SOURCE geaugageaugh county real and personal property owners tax list 1830
40 genealogical society library salt lake city utah
bntxwtxwax no people reported on census

no personal property owners

cpercentagepercentage increase over two year period 1830 32

in formulating our estimates we have combined known infor-
mation from the census with the number of families found an-
nually on the personal property tax rolls geaugageaugh county tax
records 1830 40 45 table 8 illustrates the use of this procedure to
estimate annual population for kirtland column 2 presents the
population estimates from the census years 1830 1018 and 1840
1778 our population estimates column 6 are derived by tak-

ing the average between the estimates of columns 4 and 5 which
themselves are derived by multiplying the number of families on
the tax roll for each year by the ratio of the population to the
number of personal property owners for the two census years this
method suggests that population in kirtland rose from approx-
imately 1000 inhabitants in 1830 to a peak of 2500 in 1837 an

this useful procedure was suggested by one of our research assistants michael cleverley
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increase of 150 percent and subsequently fell to around 1700 in
1840 a decline of about 33 percent column 7 shows the very
rapid annual changes in population over this period of time from
1833 through 1837 the rate of increase was 20 percent per year
followed by the sharp decline in 1838

data involving personal property owners were used rather than
real property owners because in order to be taxed for personal
property one must necessarily be a resident of the county on the
other hand one may own real property in the county and not re-
side there also the number of personal property owners taxed
seems to be more responsive to sudden changes in population

the validity of this procedure of estimating population may be
checked by comparing the estimated population for 1830 and 1840
with the census estimates our 1830 estimate differs by thirty five
persons from the census estimate while the 1840 differs by fifty
eight both differ therefore by only 3 percent from their respec-
tive census estimates which themselves very likely contain estima-
tion errors larger than 3 percent

we believe the expected error or bias in our estimates to be
on the downward side that we may have underestimated actual
population it is possible that new families who had recently mi-
grated into kirtland were not yet on the tax rolls however an
error in that direction biases the results against our conclusion
since the increase in the price of land was greater than the in-
crease in population

table 9 constructed by using the same procedure as for kirtl-
and shows the similarity in the population patterns between pai
nesvilledesvillenesville and kirtland in painesvillegainesvillePainesville population rose from about
1600 in 1830 to 2900 in 1837 an increase of 80 percent com-
pared to kirtlandsKirtlands 150 percent and then fell to 2400 a drop of
20 percent compared to kirtlandsKirtlands 33 percent the similarity of
these trends raises serious problems for the traditional viewpoint
that mormon economic blundering was solely responsible for the
decline of kirtland painesvillegainesvillePainesville had few mormonscormons and no safety
society yet its rise and fall in population closely paralleled that of
kirtland these data suggest that even without the bank kirtland
may have experienced a decline in population and land prices as

net immigration declined probably associated with the uncertainty
accompanying the panic of 1837 and subsequent economic depres-
sion

B general price index table 10 presents two price indices
which are available for this period of time the first is the warren
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table 9
YEARLY population ESTIMATES FOR painesvillegainesvillePAINESVILLE

personal estimate based
population property upon ntxnax

from owners ratiobratio3Ratioration3 percentage
year census taxedataxed2maxeda 10.4034104034 change
1830 1499 154 1602
1831
1832 157 1633 1.919lgig1 990 c

1833 177 1841 12.8128128

1834 188 1956 6.26262

1835 216 2247 14.9149149

1836 244 2538 13.0130150

1837 281 2923 15.2152
1838 259 2694 7.87878

1839 256 2663 1.21212

1840 2580 233 2424

SOURCE geaugageaugh county real and personal property owners tax list 1830-
40 in genealogical society library salt lake city utah
bntxtx no people reported on census

no personal property owners taxed

percentage change over two year period 1830 32

table 10
PRICE INDICES FOR 1830 40

wholesale prices
warren and

date pearson berry
1830 91 93
1831 94 99
1832 95 101

1833 95 102
1834 90 95

1835 100 117
1836 114 145

1837 115 131
1838 110 129
1839 112 138

SOURCES warren and pearson wholesale price index all commodities 1835
100 Histhistoricaloncal statistics of the united states p 115

berrysbarrys wholesale price index all commodities for cincinnati and ohio river
valley 1824 46 100 Histohistoricalfical statistics of the united states p 121
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and pearson index of annual changes in the national wholesale
price while the second is berrysbarrys index of wholesale prices in cin-
cinnati and the ohio valley both show an upward trend in prices
that intensified during 1834 37 As a result we should expect in-
creases in the price of land to compensate for inflation

C price of land in order to obtain information on the an-
nual change in the price of land we used microfilms of the
geaugageaugh county land records available in the genealogical library
salt lake city utah we found data on over 700 actual land
transactions in kirtland involving a total of approximately 25000
acres and more than a half million dollars in sales table 11 pre-
sents the average price of land for kirtland in current dollars and
in constant dollars using both the warren and pearson and the
berry indices the annual average price of land in current dollars
rose from 6546.54654 per acre in 1830 to 444844.484448 per acre in 1837 an in-
crease of 580 percent thereafter the price of land fell to 1753175517.531753
in 1839 it is this movement of prices which has brought the
charge of speculative mania

table 11

KIRTLAND LAND PRICES 1830 18591839

constant constant
dollars dollars

current warren & berrysbarrysBerrys
date dollars pearson index

1830 6.54654 7.19719719 7.03703703705

1831 5.77577 6.14614614 5.83583583585

1832 7.24724724 7.62762 7.17717
1833 11.181118 15.0315031505 10.961096logg
1834 16.211621 18.011801 17.061706
1835 157515.75 15.751575 13.4613461546
1836 255925.59 22.452245 176517.65
1837 444844.48 38.6838685868 339533.9553955595
1838 255925.59 23.0823082508 19.581958
1839 1753175517.5517.53 15.5615561556 12.701270

SOURCE price of land data from geaugageaugh county land records 1830 40 ge-
nealogicalne society library salt lake citcityy utah

to find changes in the real price of land we deflated the data
for changes in the general price level using berrysbarrys index of
wholesale prices in cincinnati and the ohio valley this index is
perhaps more representative of prices in kirtland than the national
index of warren and pearson As a result of that adjustment land
prices from 1830 to 1837 increased from 7037057.03703 to 5395559533.953395 per acre
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or 380 percent it thus appears that almost 30 percent of the total
increase in the nominal price of land is explained by the rising
general price level

statistical RESULTS

figure 1 presenting changes both in the real price of land and
in population for kirtland from 1830 to 1840 suggests the possi-
bility of a strong relationship between these two variables in or-
der to test our hypothesis regarding this relationship in a more
precise way we ran statistical tests of correlation stemming from
the demand and supply model postulated above for the period
from 1830 through 1839 for estimation purposes we used the fol-
lowing form46

1 aiin PPPLP c c innainalnhinL it 1 2 t
which yields the following results

2 aiin PPPLP 94829.4829482 1.6441644 hinaininn
t

51695.1695169 66076.6076607
r2ra 0.8620862 DW 2.0642064

the values in parentheses are the t values
the coefficient c of the population variable N of 1.6441644 is the
estimate of the ratio of the response elasticity of land purchases
with respect to population and price if we assume the first to be
equal to 1.010io10 an increase of 10 percent in population leads to a 10

percent increase in the quantity of land demanded that implies a
price elasticity for land equal to 0.61061ogi a 10 percent increase in the

46thethe demand and supply model postulated above is of the following form
1 supply equation Qs 2Qss
2 demand equation QQD aplpjpatybnypippappjp pay nan7 where a is a constant and n T B and y are

constants elasticities which telltillteliteil us the direction and strength of the relationship between
the demand for land and price n other assetstassetsrasseassettsTsr income 9 and population y the
equilibrium condition equation 3 states that at some level of price incomeincome etc the
quantity of land supplied will be equal to the quantity demanded

3 Qs QD
the purpose 0of the model is to solve for the equilibrium price of land and to see if we can ex-

plain changes in that price as a result of one of our specified variables or if we must resort to some
tautological explanation such as speculation expressing the above equations in log form and solving
for the real price of land inn poplplplPLPPPl we get equation 4

4 inn applpipippl inn a inn Qs r apanpa ft inn y yy innnn
n n n n

for estimation purposes we used the form
5 aiin PpipiP c ccnin N e

2
this expression assumes latthat incomencorneonne has no effect which equation 4 and our intuition tells us is

not the case however income estimates by decade for this period are very rough approximations
and annual income estimates are nonexistent we therefore have left income out of the estimation
equation realizing that to do so probably biases the value of c2upwardsupwards since income was probably
positively correlated with population consequently interpretation of c and c

2
as constants approx-

imating lnaina nhsnnqsnn tnTTIirl and yn while not precise will not undermineundermine the analysis
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price of a typical acre of land leads to a decline in the quantity of
land demanded of 6.161gigl percent which seems to be a plausible val-
ue

figure I11

comparison OF REAL LAND PRICES AND population
KIRTLAND 1830 1839
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A correlation assuming a simple linear relationship between
the demand for land and population yields a coefficient of deter-
minationmination rar2 of 839859839.839 implying that 84 percent of the total varia-
tion in the price of land is associated with variations in popu-
lation the tests of significance t values are sufficient to
statistically reject at the a 0.05005005 level the null hypothesis that
there is no correlation between land prices and population

other studies have shown similar patterns between land prices
and population easterlin in studies involving nebraska iowa il-
linois new york and ohio has shown that in the early stages of
settlement rapid growth in population leads to rapid increases in
land values in fact his results suggest that during the first decade
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of rapid settlement land prices tended to rise from under 10 per
acre to around 40 50 an acre thereafter leveling off a result sur-
prisinglyprisingly similar to that observed in kirtland 47

we believe that the evidence is sufficient to reject the notion
of reckless speculation as an explanation for the rising price of
land in kirtland and painesvillegainesvillePainesville during this period and in its
place substitute an explanation based upon more fundamental eco-
nomic causes to which reasonable individuals could have been ex-
pected to react by buying selling and subdividing land

one may go a step further and project the future price of
land that both joseph smith and his creditors in 1836 and 18571837
might have reasonably assumed it was undoubtedly that ex-
pected price of land upon which they were partially basing their
decisions to borrow lend start a bank etc from 1830 to 1837
population increased at a rate of 17 percent per year if population
had continued to increase at that rate through 1839 a reason-
able extrapolation land selling in 1837 for 34 per acre might
have been expected to be worth around 45 per acre in 1839 in-
stead unforeseen changes caused population to decline by over 30
percent and accompanying that decline were shattered dreams of
kirtland as a gathering place As a result the actual price of land
inin 1839 averaged 127012.701270 per acre instead of the projected 450045.004500
these facts suggest that joseph smith had sufficient reason for be-
lieving that land prices would continue to rise

III111 JOSEPH SMITHS indebtedness AND WEALTH

the most commonly cited source of information regarding
smiths debts is fawn brodie who holds that in 1836371836 37 his debts
totalledtotalled well over 150000 failing to consider whether smith
had any assets she concludes that his financial activities were irre-
sponsible 48 the voluntary nature of markets however suggests
that if his debts were considerable his assets were likely to have
been also

4easterlineasterlmEastereasterla lm population change and farm settlement inin the northern united states ppap 525352 53
48 brodlebrodie no man knows my history ppap 194 199 202 one also finds this tendency to empha-

sizesize smiths debts and neglect his assets inin such diverse sources as Ilinnlinninn story of rkethefhe cormonsmormonsMormons p
145 eva pancoast mormonscormonsMormons at kirtland masters thesis western reserve university 1929 ppap
178 79 harlan hatcher the western reserve the story of new connecticut inin ohio new york
bobbs merrill 11949949 p 125 fielding growth of the mormon church ppap 173 74 fielding
mormon economy p 344 dudley bank bomborn of revelation ppap 849 50 partridge kirtland

safety society p 439 leonard arrington inin great basin kingdom an economic history odtheoftheof the lat
ter day saints cambridge mass harvard university press 1958 isis an exception to this general-
izationizationiza tion on page 13 he mentionsmentions not only the land which stands as an asset behind these debts but
the positive relationship between land value and increasesincreases inin population and wealth
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DEBTS OF JOSEPH SMITH

brodie arrives at her total by classifying smiths debts into three
categories 1 thirteen debts totalling nearly 25000 which ulti-
mately resulted in lawsuits 2 debts of 5341808554180833418.083341808 which she
claims joseph smith listed in 1843 as still outstanding kirtland
loans and 3 the two great loans of 30000 and 6000060000 bor-
rowed in new york and buffalo in 1836 1149these114949 these three categories
actually result in a total just under 149000

for the two great loans brodie relies on the hearsay evi-
dence of john corrill who says that smith and his friends ac-
cumulated debts in new york and elsewhere totalling some
thirty thousand dollars for goods and shortly after some fifty or
sixty thousand more corrill himself admitted that he had no
firsthand evidence but was only informed of these debts brodie
in support of corrill cites cyrus smalling joseph smiths secre-
tary who does not tell us his source of information but says that
smith and company purchased some sixty or seventy thousand
dollars worth of goods for the church when brodie adds these

30 and 60000 loans to her other two sources of debts the
debts that were the subject of court action and smiths 1843 list
of outstanding debts she arrives at her estimate but she assumes
that all were separate and independent loans 50 there is no justifi-
cation for her assumption some of the loans involving court ac-
tion as well as those listed by smith in 1843 were actually new
york and buffalo loans so that some loans were undoubtedly
counted twice in fact brodie possesses independent evidence only
with regard to those debts involved in court action or on smiths
1843 list a total of 57000

with the help of the library of the reorganized LDS church
we have been able to verify the existence of the list of debts
drawn up by joseph smith in 1843 51 we have found independent
evidence for about 18000 appearing on this list 5251 acceptance of
the entire amount shown on this list very likely overestimates the
amount borrowed in 1836 37 A loan at 10 percent interest in
1836 would have almost doubled by 1843 three of the notes for
which we have independent evidence scribner newbold and

49131913rodiebrodiebrodlerodle no man knows my history ppap 200 201
5 ibid

we are indebted to robert hutchins a research assistant for the acquisition of the original
list of debts made by joseph smith

tabletabie 12 column 3 other debts contains the debts on her 1843 list which we have not
been able to find inin court records or other sources columns 1 and 2
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halstead were originally considerably smaller than they appear on
the 1843 list 53 thus the 33400 in 1843 may have represented no
more than 18 20000 of debt in 1836 54

in view of these difficulties we have conducted a search of all
sources available to us in order to estimate debts incurred during
1836 37 for which joseph smith seems to have been primarily or
secondarily liable table 12 derived from appendix A presents
our findings which include 46500 in mortgages or indebtedness
for land 28500 in notes largely for wholesale merchandise for re-
sale by kirtlandskirdandsKirdKirtlandsands several mercantile firms and 4200 in loans
from banks incurred at the start of the kirtland bank these
debts total 79200 in addition there are the remaining 16700 on
the 1843 list which we have been unable to independently verify
and there were smaller transactions in land for which no notes or
court action have been found to indicate whether they were for
cash or credit it is likely that some of these purchases were on
credit and some for cash if we assume all were on credit and add
the remaining debts on the 1843 list we likely have a reasonably
good estimate of the maximum debt which joseph smith may
have incurred during this period this adds 6400 for land pur-
chases plus 16700 from the 1843 list for a total probable debt
of 102300 this amount includes twenty six obligations to talling
46000 which were not included among those listed by brodie

and yet it remains considerably under the well over 150000
that she advances

A note of caution is called for it should be observed that
what we have here is an estimate of the total indebtedness which
joseph smith may have incurred during the entire period 1836 37
it does not necessarily follow that he owed that much at any one
point in time some of these debts were very short term notes
two to four weeks which were obviously settled most were obli-

gations for which smith was secondarily and contingently liable
in one case with as many as thirty two cosigners 55

As noted previously many of these debts were ultimately the
subject of lawsuits resulting in judgments against joseph smith

531nin the 1843 list these debts are scribner 1500 newbold 66997 and halstead 7000
our evidence suggests that the original amounts may have been 790 400 and 5647 respectively

54 brodiebrodle no man knows my history p 200
510non two of the notes to halstead haines and company of new york 1 september 1837 for

471923 there were thirty two cosigners browning and bushnell to joseph smith 23 november
1841 newell K whitney collection harold B lee library brigham young university provo
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brodie for example states that of the thirteen suits involving
some 25000 in debts only six were settled while the remaining
seven involving some 13000 were unsatisfied 56 although she
notes that over 38000 was deposited with the court as bail in
these cases brodie evidently unfamiliar with the then prevailing
legal procedures overlooks the significance of this fact the prac-
tice at that time was to require bail in civil suits such as these
bail was held for satisfaction of any judgment that might be ren-
dered table 13 shows that during 1837 39 there were in the
geaugageaugh county court seventeen lawsuits against joseph smith for
debt involving original claims of 502064430206.443020644 four of these suits
were settled three were voluntarily discontinued by the plaintiffs
and ten resulted in judgments against joseph smith and others
of these ten judgments three were satisfied in full three were sat-
isfied in part and only four were wholly unsatisfied

table 14 combines information from the geaugageaugh court rec-

ords table 13 with that found in other sources appendix A
and presents our findings regarding the disposition of joseph
smiths debts of the total probable debt of 102300 approx-
imately 60000 appears to have been settled on the other hand
in addition to the 1843 list of 33400 in unpaid debts we have
found 3500 which remained unsatisfied in 1841 there is in-
sufficient information to determine the disposition of the remain-
ing 8200 of that amount 5800 consists of small purchases
of land which could have been for cash or if debts settled by the
original owner reclaiming the land to the extent that these
8200 constituted indebtedness of joseph smith they are as likely

to have been settled as not the record makes it plain that
smiths creditors knew how to find the courthouse if they were
not paid it seems fairly likely that transactions not recorded in
the litigation history and not included on the 1843 list were ei-
ther not debt transactions to begin with or were satisfied

ASSETS OF JOSEPH SMITH

we have attempted to quantify only joseph smiths largest
physical asset land this approach understates his total wealth
since it assigns a zero value to his merchandising business with its
inventories and accounts to his role as the leader of a growing

56 brodlebrodiebrodic no man knows my history p 200
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community to the temple and to subsequent new buildings or
other improvements upon the land

table 15 shows that by the end of 1836 joseph smith had
purchased approximately 800 acres of land57 at a total cost of more
than 5550005000 to determine the total value of his land holdings in
1837 the purchase price of all kirtland land excluding the large
holmes and martindale purchases is multiplied by the change in
kirtland land values between the time of purchase and the average
price per acre for 1837 this procedure suggests that joseph smith
singly or jointly owned land equal in value to at least 88000
the five largest purchases are known to have been on credit
however even if all purchases had been on credit and no pay-
ments subsequently made smith would have held land in kirtl-
and worth around 33000 simply as a result of its increased eq-
uity value

it should be noted again that these values assume no improve-
ments beyond those which affected the average value of land for
the kirtland township that the land held by joseph smith and
others increased only at the average rate of increase for kirtland
in fact most of this land had been purchased for the purpose of
creating subdivisions to be resold as individual lots the average
price joseph smith paid for this land was 60 per acre consid-
erably above the overall average for land in kirtland while an
acre lot typically sold for 200 to 500 unimproved

in addition others with whom joseph smith had cosigned
notes held land separately from him this land also represented
wealth standing behind the joint debts which were incurred and
thus value upon which lenders would be willing to make addi-
tional loans table 16 shows that these cosigners separately owned
over 500 acres of land equal in 1837 dollars to 42400 thus the
combined total is over 1300 acres worth at least 130000 in 1837
assuming all this land had been purchased on credit rising land
prices in kirtland would have resulted in a combined minimum
equity assuming no improvements or payments of 59500 in
1837 dollars

this does not mean however that the land could actually
have been sold for that amount joseph smith and others with
him owned sufficient quantities of land that any attempt to sell a
large portion of it would have depressed the price that attempt

we do not know the location or acreage involved in the two large land transactions involving
holmes 12000 and martindale 5000
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after 1837 partially explains its rapid decline nevertheless this
land represented net worth upon which the business decisions of
joseph smith and his creditors were undoubtedly based

SUMMARY

we have still to consider the questions of whether or not jo-
seph smith held too much debt relative to his assets to begin
with it is important to understand the nature of the debts in-
curred these debts were not merely debts of joseph smith but
more accurately reflected debts of the community of kirtland and
of the mormon church in addition they were not for the pur-
pose of consumption for which a creditor might justifiably expect
large equity backing these debts were incurred for land which
could be reclaimed and for goods in which the reputation and fu-
ture existence of the retail firms were at stake both of these types
of credit traditionally require a smaller down payment and smaller
equity standing behind them

on the other hand joseph smith was eventually unable to
meet all his financial obligations and in that sense he was ob-
viously responsible for an excessive amount of debt however in-
stead of judging him by hindsight it seems fairer to establish a
set of criteria which as closely as possible approximates the one
upon which joseph smith and his creditors likely operated namely
that 1 there was no expectation of an economic panic 2 jo-
seph smith and other merchants would be able to sell the goods
purchased for the kirtland stores for sufficient cash to cover the
short term trade credit a sale price of approximately 10 percent
above their wholesale cost and 3 kirtland would continue to
grow in population and land values at its customary growth rate
it would therefore follow that joseph smith could have met his
longtermlong term notes by selling subdivided lots according to his plan
in order to have paid off his existing debts he would have needed
to sell about 250 of his nearly 800 acres in kirtland at 200 per
acre the minimum price per underdeveloped acre lot in 1837 seen
in this way which we believe to be close to the way in which jo-
seph smith and his creditors saw the situation at that time it
does not seem that smith accumulated more debt than he or his
creditors had reason to believe he could manage that in due time
it proved to be unmanageable leads us to look more closely at
what went wrong at kirtland
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IV THE KIRTLAND SAFETY SOCIETY BANK
if as we have argued the kirtlandkirdandkirland economy was reasonably

viable and changes in the price of land in kirtland were the re-
sult of natural market forces rather than a speculative bubble and
joseph smiths debts were backed by substantial assets there re-
mains the necessity of explaining the reasons for his financial re-
versals in 1837 we believe there are three principal reasons each
of which would have been difficult for anyone to have foreseen in
1836

first joseph smiths cash flow failed to meet either his or his
creditors expectations earlier he purchased large amounts of
goods under a common trade arrangement which granted credit
up to the wholesale price of the merchandise sales at a normal
markupmark up would have guaranteed repayment plus a profit it ap-
pears however that he was in a peculiarly difficult position either
to insist upon cash or to demand payment after retail credit had
been granted in this case his role as a religious leader may have
worked against him rather than in his favor brigham young re-
calls the difficulties joseph smith encountered as a storekeeper in
kirtland

joseph goes to new york and buys 2000020000 dollars worth of goods
comes into kirtland and commences to trade in comes one of the
brethren brother joseph let me have a frock pattern for my wife
what if joseph says no I1 cannot without the money the con-
sequence would be he is no prophet says james pretty soon
thomas walks in brother joseph will you trust me for a pair of
boots no I1 cannot let them go without the money well
says thomas brother joseph is no prophet I1 have found that out
and I1 am glad of it after a while in comes bill and sister susan
says bill brother joseph I1 want a shawl I1 have not got any mon-
ey but I1 wish you to trust me a week or a fortnight well broth-
er joseph thinks the others have gone and apostatized and he dont
know but these goods will make the whole church do the same so
he lets bill have a shawl bill walks off with it and meets a brother
well says he what do you think of brother joseph 0 he is a

first rate man and I1 fully believe he is a prophet see here he has
trusted me this shawl richard says 1 I think I1 will go down and
see if he wont trust me some well says joseph these
goods are of less value than the people and so it goes jo-
seph was a first rate fellow with them all the time provided he nev-
er would ask them to pay him in this way it is easy to trade
away a first rate store of goods and be in debt for them 58

journal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 86 1215 see
also volume 3 p 121 for another report of this tendency of joseph smith told by brigham young
edwin F parry in stories aboutjoseaboutdegutdegat josdjosejosephph smith the prophet salt lake deseret news press 1934 ppap
126 28 has an account of the prophets giving away boots from his store when he saw that some of
his men had sore feet
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joseph smiths insufficient cash flow created a liquidity problem
for him once the notes became due this problem however does
not by itself account for the difficulties in which he ultimately
found himself A liquidity problem is by no means unique and
does not mean that the person is incapable of repaying his obliga-
tions extensions are common in such situations additional rea-
sons are needed to explain why extensions were not forthcoming

joseph smiths cash flow deficiencies could have been alle-
viated had there existed in kirtland a means to transform land as-
sets into liquid cash undoubtedly the kirtland safety society was
designed in part to provide this essential function for reasons we
will explain later the bank never fulfilled its purpose early in its
operation it was apparent that this was not to be a viable finan-
cial institution not only did the lack of a successful bank fail to
helpjosephhelpheip joseph smith meet his obligations but its financial weakness
led to attempts on his part to save it and thereby became a drain
upon his financial resources that change in circumstances by it-
self would likely have led joseph smiths creditors to insist upon
repayment rather than to grant him extensions as his obligations
became due

finally while it will be argued later that the banking panic of
may 1837 was not a cause of the failure of the kirtland safety
society the panic nevertheless does serve as a partial explanation
for joseph smiths personal financial difficulties the banking pan-
ic and subsequent suspension of specie payments caused a severe

though temporary stringency of money and credit throughout
the country which by itself would likely have led joseph smiths
creditors to insist upon repayment at the earliest possible moment
rather than grant extensions

while there are undoubtedly other reasons we believe that
these are sufficient to explain the behavior of smiths creditors
who almost in unison demanded repayment as his notes became
due in the spring and summer of 1837

the failure of the kirtland safety society bank thus plays a
critical role in understanding joseph smiths financial reversals his
loss of stature within kirtland and surrounding communities and
ultimately in his decision to leave ohio an intriguing question is
why joseph smith sought to undertake and thereafter continued
to support a venture with such high risk as the safety society
bank we have suggested perhaps the principal advantage to jo-
seph smith himself all the benefits of a successful bank however
would not accrue to smith personally to understand fully the de
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sire for a bank we must consider the particular time and general
environment in which it was established

economic expansion in the united states from 1830 to 1837
had increased the demand for money and credit this demand was
met by an expansion in the number of banks from 329 to 634 in
ohio where the population was increasing at double the united
states average the number of banks increased from eleven in 1830
to thirty one in 1835 5919 with no national currency and few lend-
ing institutions in the west a successful bank played an impor-
tant role in the development of a community 60 banks provided a
local currency a safe depository a source of initial credit a me-
dium for discounting previous notes the opportunity to increase
the liquidity of existing assets by borrowing against them and a

potentially profitable business for their backers due to the gains
from the first round effects of a note issue

it was in this general situation that joseph smith and others
began to plan for a bank in kirtland As noted previously kirtl-
and at this time was one of the larger communities in northern
ohio a number of smaller communities already possessed banks 61

judging from the successful experience of other banks in ohio
one with as little as 20000 in paid up capital 62 kirtland probably
could have supported a modest bank

on 2 november 1836 a constitution was executed provid-
ing for the establishment of a bank in kirtland to be called the
kirtland safety society bank its officers were to come largely
from the leadership of the church with sidney rigdon as presi-
dent and joseph smith as cashier 63 orson hyde was sent to co-
lumbus to seek a corporate charter from the ohio legislature and
oliver cowdery to philadelphia to purchase engraved plates with
which to print the notes oliver and orson seem to have returned
to kirtland on the same day 1 january 1837 oliver with the

59huntingtonHuntington59 banking and currency inin ohio ppap 355 349 376
thegothe scarcity of credit and money on the frontier was common and of general concern hatch-

er inin the western reserve p 118 declared that two things that were holding back the devel-
opment of the reserve were transportation and a medium of exchange money and credit it would
have been out of character for these pioneering americans to fail to overcome these obstacles

61 61accordingaccording to A B coover ohio banking institutions 1803 to 1866 ohio historical quart-
erly 21 19132961913 296 320 smaller communities with banks inin northern ohio included warren 3
ravenna 2 canton 2 salem youngstown elyriaelyna ashtabulaAsh cabula and cuyahogaCuya hoga falls cleveland
which had perhaps twicetwice as many people had eleven banks

6ibidbibidibid ppap 301 20
63joseph smith jr history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of lafterlatter day saints ed B H roberts 7

vols salt lake city deseret book 1948 24672 467 68 hereafter cited as HC
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plates and orson with information that they would have difficulty
obtaining a charter 64

on 2 january 1837 the members of the kirtland safety so-
ciety executed new revised articles of agreement initiating a
unique and colorful episode in US banking history they reorgan-
ized their institution as the kirtland safety society anti banking
company65Company65 and issued their first notes defiantly stamped anti-
bank notes on january 6 66 redemption of these notes in specie
lasted just over two weeks 67the67 the institution continued to function
beyond this date though its notes were thereafter subject to a
heavy discount 68

in february joseph smith sidney rigdon and others were
charged in a civil action with having violated an 1816 ohio stat-
ute prohibiting the conduct of banking business except by author-
ized corporations 69 later in may all ohio banks suspended pay-
ments as a banking panic which had started in new york spread
westward in june joseph smith publicly withdrew his support
from the bank and transferred his stock to granger and carter 70

the bank still continued the transaction of some business in au-
gust joseph smith denounced the practices of warren parrish and
those who continued to operate the bank 71 smith and rigdon
were in october tried by jury and found to have violated the
statute of 1816 and a forfeiture judgment of 1000 was entered
against each 72 in november the bank or antibankanti bank which had
shown surprising tenacity closed its doors

FAILURE OF THE SAFETY SOCIETY

the traditional reasons given for the failure of the kirtland
safety society have generally differed depending upon whether the
author was mormon or non mormon the latter historians have
tended to stress the above reasons overspeculation large debts
and the lack of viability of the kirtland economy73economy73 frequently
adding the charge that joseph smiths actions were deceitful and
led to large financial losses by church members and others associassoni

ddudleydudley6dudley bank bom of revelation p 850
65 Messenger and advocate 3 january 183744l1837441 43

66joum21journal of wilford woodruff 6 january 1837
67cievelandcleveland daily gazette 24 january 1837 the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph 27 january 1837 indicated

that the mormonscormons were still trying to redeem their notes but in land rather than specie
68cievelandclevelandclevelanf daily herald and gazette 1 may 8 and 17 july 1837

6969chasechase laws of ohio 1833 ppap 904 905 or 1816 ohio stat p 10
70kirtland safety society ledger book p 273

neffengermessenger and advocate 3 august 1837 p 560
71seesee court of common pleas record book U geaughgeauga county ohio ppap 353ff
73fielding73fielding growth of the mormon church p 203
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atedabed with the bank 7414 mormon authors have tended to blame the
national banking panic of may 1837 claiming that the kirtland
safety society was merely one of many banks which failed 75

it is our judgment that the primary reason for the failure of
the bank was its lack of a corporate charter the lack of a charter
created enormous handicaps bad publicity and great personal risks
deserving of far more weight than has been given by earlier
writers whether or not the bank could have succeeded had it
possessed a charter is difficult to say certainly it was poorly capi-
talizedtalized however it may have been able to find more capital with
a charter since it possessed unusual loyalty from the members of
its immediate community in any case it did not have a charter
and because of that its management faced an impossible task duri-
ng this period there existed general uneasiness toward banks be-
cause of the lack of insurance and the small reserves they held
against deposits even strong banks in the west enjoyed discount
free circulation of their notes only in the vicinity of the issuing
bank 76

there were other unauthorized banks in ohio during this pe
riod77 and some encouragement was received from democraticantidemocraticanti
newspapers to establish such institutions 78 but for the kirtland
safety society to succeed as an unauthorized bank the members of
the church had to accept the notes not let large numbers of
them get into the hands of outsiders and perhaps more impor-
tantly assume the risk of a 1000 fine for even possessing or pass-
ing unauthorized bank notes during the first two weeks after the
first notes had begun to circulate the cleveland herald and gazette
on 12 january 1837 and the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville republican on 19 january
warned that not only the bank and its leaders were subject to a
1000 penalty but also anyone who gives those notes circula-

tion whether or not this was a proper interpretation of the law
of 1816 the viability of the bank depended heavily upon the
weight given this threat by the public A 1000 penalty was more
than twice the average yearly income for a farm family in 1840
thus even a small probability of actually being penalized carried a
heavy risk

linn74unn story of the mormonscormonsMormons ppap 148 52 T B H stenhouse rocky mountain saints london
ward lock tyler 1874 ppap 70 84 brodie no man knows my history p 199

75 75josephjoseph smith and other mormon leaders themselves used this argument see HC 2487 88
497 roberts comprehensive history 1402 for the most recent versions of this argument see par-
tridge kirtland safety society ppap 448 452 54 paul sampson and larry T wimmer the kirtl-
and safety society the stock ledger book and the bank failure BYU studies 12 summer
19724301972 450430

huntington banking and currency in ohio p 366
ibid p 367

8painesvillerepublicangainesvillepainesvillePainesville republican 19 january 1837 republican advocate 13 july 1837
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the evidence indicates that the notes did not achieve sufficient
acceptance for the bank to succeed between 5 january and 21 jan-
uary the notes were apparently accepted in kirtland and those
presented to the bank were redeemed in specie 79 outside790utside kirtland
however it was a different matter the Painesgainesvillepamesvzllepainesvilleville republican de-
clared that the notes were not accepted by the bank of geaughgeauga
and added that for this reason businessmen will not accept them
of course 80 what was true of the bank at painesvillegainesvillePainesville seems to
have prevailed at other banks in the area 81 lack of confidence in
the notes seems to have precipitated something of a run on the
bank for sidney rigdon announced on 23 january that no specie
would be given for kirtland bank notes thereafter82thereafter82

suspension during a general banking panic is not necessarily a
sign of failure or even weakness but when one bank suspends
payments on its own it is a sign of weakness that signals the end
of that bank as a viable institution unless somehow new life may
be found through outside funds or in this case a charter after
23 january it was a constant struggle merely to keep the kirtland
bank open as church members themselves became wary of the
notes and the risk associated with them twice in april joseph
smith warned the church that the bank could not possibly suc-
ceed unless the members accepted its notes 83 As indicated earlier
smith removed himself from the banks operation in june and in
august denounced its new officers 84

this interpretation of the failure of the safety society bank
appears to have been more clearly understood by contemporaries of
the bank than by subsequent historians warren cowdery editor
of the messenger and advocate though in disagreement with joseph
smith over the bank nevertheless saw the importance of the lack
of a charter as the principal cause of the banks troubles

no charter was obtained for the institution which operated as
one cause to limit the circulation of the bills destroy public con-
fidence inin them and stimulate the holders of them to return them
again to the bank and demand the specie for them other banks
which had been at the expense of procuring charters refused the
bills of this bank inin payment of any debts due their respective inin-
stitutions this stand taken by other banks operated as might be rea

79 79messengermessenger and advocate 3 july 1837536183755618371857 556536
sopainesvillepamemllePame mlle republican 19 january 1837
messenger and advocate 3 july 1837536183755618371857 556536
kennedy early days of mormonism p 163 cleveland herald and gazette 25 january 1837
13deandean C jessee the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff BYU studies 12 summer

19723911972 591391 94
84 messenger and advocate 3 august 183756018371857 560
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sonablysonable supposed to destroy the currency of these bills with men of
business

some bankslbankelbanks were as illy able to continue as ours but
they had charters and waited till it was popular to suspend pay-
ment and then they could do so with impunity 85

there are several questions related to the bank and this expla-
nation of its failure which we believe can now at least partially be
resolved

1 reasonsReasonreasonsorsotfotsorfor the lack of a charter in the past it has been sug-
gested by most mormon authors that the reason for the lack of a
charter was religious persecution joseph smith himself declared
because we were MorWorlormormonscormonsmons the legislature raised some frivolous

excuses on which they refused to grant us those banking privileges
they so freely granted to others 86 there is little evidence that the
church in this instance was subject to religious persecution in-
stead it appears to have suffered from bad timing in 1830 there
were only eleven banks in ohio by 1834 when ten new bank
charters were granted there were a total of thirty one 87 at that
time the hard money or loco foco wing of the democratic
party gained control of the ohio legislature and began turning
down requests for charters in 1835 all requests for additional
charters were refused while in 1836 only one of seventeen requests
was granted 88 it was not until the loco focosf6cosdocos were removed from
control that the ohio legislature once again began granting char-
ters

2 the question of legality of joseph smiths bankinghanking activities As
noted above in february 1837 just over a month after the restruc-
turing of the society and its commencement of business law suits
were commenced against joseph smith sidney rigdon and others
seeking a forfeiture judgment in the sum of 1000 against each
defendant for alleged violations of the 1816 ohio statute prohibit-
ing unauthorized banking these were separate cases against each
of the officers of the society the plaintiff in each case was sam-
uel D rounds all of the cases except those against joseph smith
and sidney rigdon were dismissed voluntarily by rounds the
smith and rigdon cases were tried by a jury in october 1837 re-
sulting in a judgment of 1000 plus small costs against each 89

51ibidbid ppap 535537555537555557555535 537557
864cHC 1468

huntingtonhuntingt banking and currency in ohio ppap 349 368 372 376
ibid ppap 372 377
see court of common pleas record book U geaughgeauga county ohio ppap 353ff
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these cases were filed under an ohio statute adopted in 1816
that made conduct of the banking business by any persons or asso-
ciationsciations other than those duly incorporated by the legislature un-
lawful and imposed as a penalty for violation of the statute a for-
feiture of 1000 recoverable in a civil action of debt with one
half to go to the informer and one half to go to the state of
ohio examination of the court records establishes that joseph
smith and sidney rigdon were properly charged tried by jury
and found to have violated the statute this finding of course
implicitly held the entire society activity wholly unlawful and
made it impossible for it to survive even had survival been other-
wise possible

various arguments have been advanced to sustain the legality
of the society fielding suggests the argument that joint stock as-
sociations had limited financial privileges and that the society
was intended to be such an association and not really a bank he
cites the july 1837 issue of the messenger and advocate as quoting
the authorizing legislation that he claims permitted such associ-
ations to issue notes of short duration 90 neither that nor any oth-
er issue of this journal however quotes any legislation authorizing
such associations to issue notes nor have we been able to find
any such authorizing legislation in the ohio statute books

even if there had been special legislation authorizing issuance
of notes by joint stock associations the legislation would not
have permitted notes for circulation such as were issued by the
kirtland society notes issued for circulation were plainly in viola-
tion of the 1816 act

fieldings suggestion however finds some support in the dif-
ferencesferen ces between the 2 november 1836 and 2 january 1837 docu-
ments for organization of the society and in the modification of
the name of the organization on some of the notes to the kirtl-
and safety society anti banking company the november con-
stitutionstitution was plainly intended for an organization to be in-
corporatedcorporated by the ohio legislature with banking powers it speaks
of stock and stockholders and calls the organization the kirtland
safety society bank the january articles of agreement refer to
the organization as a company or firm and to members
rather than stockholders they say nothing about banking as a

principal purpose of the association the january articles retain the
reference to stock and name the association the kirtland safety
society banking company

fielding growth of the mormon church ppap 177 78
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all of these changes in the organizing document itself can be
explained if we assume that the mormonscormons were aware of and act-
ing on the recognized differences between an unincorporated asso-
ciation and a corporation 91 it would seem however that more
changes would have been made than actually were had their pur-
pose been to constitute the association something other than a
bank and to defend the issuance of notes as merely incidental to
other activities

the anti banking company phraseology however is another
matter fielding is probably correct in asserting that the joint
stock company argument was made to defend the societysSocietys activi-
ties there were ohioans other than the mormonscormons who sought to
circumvent the 1816 law believing that it showed favoritism to a
few banks the 19 january 1837 issue of the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville republican
argued that the 1816 statute was unconstitutional because it dis-
criminated against the conduct of the banking business by those
not authorized by act of incorporation and permitted conduct of
the banking business by those so authorized even though persons
not authorized might be equally or better funded and capable
this is a classic albeit simple equal protection argument the
equal protection clause however was not included in the con-
stitutionstitution until the fourteenth amendment was adopted in 1868
there was no persuasive constitutional basis for such an argument
in 1837 particularly if the argument sought to apply an equal pro-
tection limitation to the conduct of state governments

the most persuasive argument that was advanced to sustain
the legality of the societysSocie tys activities was that advanced at the trial
of smith and rigdon which sought a jury instruction that the 1816
statute was not in force this argument was also made in the
16 february 1837 issue of the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville republican the argument
could take two different forms first it was reasonably clear that
the 1816 statute was internally inconsistent section 9 declared
notes of unauthorized and unincorporated banks to be null and
void section 12 however provided that a holder could sue on
such note and recover against all persons interested in the bank A
later act adopted in 1824 corrected this inconsistency and by im-
plication superseded both sections 9 and 12 by providing that no

9 unincorporated associations were not recognized as legal entities either generally or under ohio
law A corporation on the other hand was a creation of the legislature and was recognized as a le-
gal person it was and is today conventional to refer to members of corporations as stockholders
and the entity as applicable thereto in this case bank an unincorporated association however
would have members rather than stockholders the organization might be variously referred to as a

firm company association etc such is the case in the january articles
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action could be maintained on a note issued by an unincorporated
bank 9291 thus the first argument would be that inasmuch as both
sections 9 and 12 of the 1816 act were by implication repealed by
the later 1824 act the balance of the 1816 act must be viewed as
repealed by implication as well the difficulty with this argument
is that it was well recognized even as early as 1833 that the old
law is repealed by implication only pro tanto to the extent of the
repugnancy 93 there were no provisions of the 1824 law inconsist-
ent with those of the 1816 act prohibiting unauthorized banking
and imposing the 1000 forfeiture for violation

the second argument is a better argument and is stated in
the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville publicanrepublicanre 16 february 1837

the law of 1816 under which these suits are instituted has long
since become obsolete and inoperative in the year 1824 the legisla-
ture appointed by joint resolution a committee to reviewreview generally
the laws of the state the law of 16 against private banking
was rejected by the committee and was not republished by the legis-
lature but instead a general law regulating banks and bankers was
passed containing amongst other provisions a section making all
notes bonds &cac issued by unauthorizedunauthorised banking companies null
and void without however annexing any penalty

there is substantial legal support for the assertion that if the
1824 law was a general banking law that embraced the entire sub-
ject matter of the 1816 law then the 1816 law had no further
force even in the absence of express repeal the difficulty with
the argument however was that the 1824 act did not appear to
be a general banking law but dealt only with selected banking
problems there had been considerable earlier banking legislation
in addition to the 1816 statute it is difficult to conclude that the
1824 act dealing as it did with far fewer than all problems that
were the subject of various prior statutes should be taken to re-
peal by implication all the prior legislation including the 1816
act moreover the 1816 act except as inconsistent with the 1824
act was expressly noted in chases 1833 collection of ohio laws
as in force

the not in force argument like the joint stock company
argument seems an unlikely product of any but a law trained
mind whichever of the two alternative forms are stated indeed
the foregoing statement from the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville republicanrepublican has the te-
nor of a lawyers work and is quite similar to the argument made

9218247824 ohio stat ppap 1417 1419
93 93chasechase laws of ohio 1833 p 15
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by counsel for smith and rigdon as preserved in the minutes of
their trial 94

the most interesting feature of the rounds cases that were
prosecuted against joseph smith and sidney rigdon and that es-
tablished the illegality of the society is their apparent sponsorship
so far as we are aware samuel D rounds is a person having no
prominence or dealings with joseph smith for the church and its
members except for these law suits his name simply appears no-
where else the geaughgeauga county execution docket however states
that the judgments against joseph smith and sidney rigdon were
assigned to grandison newell who sought to collect them and
did obtain partial satisfaction in the amount of 605 newell was
a bitter enemy of joseph smith and the mormonscormonsMormons in june 1837
newell charged joseph smith with attempted murder for which
smith was tried and acquitted in painesvillegainesvillePainesville it apparently was
general knowledge at the time that newell was behind rounds
law suits against the society for a contemporary citizen of kirtl-
and reprinting in his personal reminiscences a letter from him to
the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville telegraph that evidently was never published says

the facts are that perkins and osborne were attorneys for gran-
ison sic newell in the prosecution of smith and rigdon for ille-
gal banking 95 joseph smiths assertion that the antibankanti bank litiga-
tion was stirred up by his enemies a charge which has not been
connected to rounds is most likely true because it evidently re-
fers to newell if this interpretation of the evidence is correct
newell himself may have been guilty of stirring up and maintain-
ing litigation in the names of others which was a crime known as
tt maintenancettmaintenance at the common law

the question whether the activities of the society in 1837
were indeed unlawful under ohio law requires considerable and
fairly sophisticated legal analysis although we are now satisfied
that the activities of the society did indeed violate the pro
scriptionsscriptions of the 1816 ohio statute that conclusion is not entirely
free from doubt even with the benefit of hindsight it must have
been much less clear in 1837 when joseph smith was faced with
a decision as to how to proceed in the face of the refusal of the
ohio legislature to grant a charter

3 effect of the bank panic of 1837 perhaps the most common
explanation for the failure of the kirtland safety society at least

94seesee appendix D for a discussion of josephofjoseph smiths probable lawyer
9christopherchristopher crary pioneer and personal reminiscences marshalltownMarshall town iowa marshall printing

co 1893 p 80
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among mormon authors has been the claim that its failure was
precipitated by the national banking panic of 1837 96this96 this argument
asserts that the safety society was a casualty to economic condi-
tions beyond its control and but one of many bank failures

however rather than a cause of the societysSocie tys failure as these
authors have suggested the national bank panic may have pro-
longed its life A frequent problem for previous historians has
been their failure to distinguish between suspension and failure
most treating them as though they were synonymous 97

the suspension of specie payments by a bank represented a
declaration that until further notice it would no longer redeem its
outstanding notes in gold or silver of an equivalent value if this
action stemmed from a particular banks inability to meet its spe-
cie demands while other banks maintained redemption of their
notes as was the case in january 18371857 when the kirtland safety
society suspended payments suspension may well have been the
prelude to failure or the actual closing of its doors and bank-
ruptcy however suspension of specie payments during a general
panic was neither an act of failure nor necessarily an admission of
weakness but rather a necessary protective measure required in or-
der to avert failure to do otherotherwisewise during a widespread bank
suspension would invite disaster in the form of excessive with-
drawals of specie from the banks reserves

this latter was the case in the general suspension of may
1837 when on the loth of that month new york banks sus-
pended paymbaympaymentsentsants 98 most northern city banks followed the next
day and ohio banks followed on 17 may the defensive nature of
suspension by ohio banks was understood at the time in january
1838 the cashier of the bank of lancaster ohio in a letter to
the ohio senate defended that suspension declaring

the banks of the states north and south east and west had
generally if not universally suspended specie payments the ohio
banks were well aware that a continuance of specie payment under
such a condition of things would subject them to heavy and con-
stant drafts on their coin they deemed it gross folly to con-
tinue a course of operations which must result in abstracting to
their full amount the precious metals fromgrom ohio while so far as
they could see no corresponding benefit would result therefrom in
this condition of the monetary affairs of the country the ohio

91seescesee partridge kirtland safety society ppap 448 452 454 arrington great basin kingdom p
14 sampson and wimmer kirtland safety society p 430

9partridgepartridge kirtland safety society p 448
98 huntington98huntington banking and currency in ohio p 385
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banks felt it to be an imperious duty to adopt the course they did
for the purpose of guarding against consequences which they foresaw
must prove fatal to the banks and disastrous to the best interests of
the state 99

despite suspension ohio banks were generally considered
sound 100 and on 28 august 1838 along with most other states
ohio banks resumed specie payments we have found evidence of
only one other bank failure at this time the bank of canton on
13 april 1838 one year after the failure of the kirtland safety so-
ciety 101 thus the panic of may 1837 removed the unique stigma
of early suspension from the safety society and may have pro-
longed its eventual failure by placing it on a basis which super-
ficiallyficially appeared to be the same as other ohio banks in june the
editor of the messenger and advocate attempted to portray the
ttsimilarities between the difficulties of the kirtland safety society
and other banks by declaring that we too feel the pressure occa-
sioned by the derangement of the currency the loss of credit
andland the want of confidence resulting from the panic 102

4 kirtland safety society notes outstanding the charge was
made by critics of the mormon bank at the time and repeated by
later historians that the kirtland bank was essentially a fraud its
issuance of notes far in excess of its limited assets 103 unfortu-
nately there is very little evidence from which to estimate the
number of kirtland safety society notes in circulation estimates
by previous authors vary all the way from zero to infinity

1 christopher crary claims that there were no notes in circu-
lation 1 I think no one ever borrowed a dollar or dis-
counted the bank 11104104a note at

2 joseph smith is said to have claimed there were only about
10000 worth of notes in circulation 105

3 the cleveland advertiser in january 1837 claimed there were
12000 in notes in circulation and 16000 in specie at the

bank 106

990hiowdhio senatejournalsenate journal 1837 p 44 warren ohio western reserve chronicle 3 october 1837
loo100huntingtonloohuntington banking and currency in ohio ppap 387 90

101loi101ibidibid ppap 390 93 coover ohio banking institutions ppap 300 20
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economy ppap 348 352 hatcher western reserve ppap 126 27 kennedy early days of mormonism
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4 another cleveland newspaper claimed there were 36000
worth of notes circulating in cleveland alone 107

5 the cleveland herald claimed there were not over 40000
worth of notes in circulation 1081011

6 warren parrish claimed there were 150000 worth of notes
in circulation with only 6000 in specie in the bank 109

7 kennedy claimed there was an unlimited number of notes
in circulation 110

because the kirtland safety society was not a chartered bank
there are no data of its circulation capital stock etc in the usual
sources of banking information to our knowledge there have
been no independent estimates of the circulation of kirtland bank
notes each writer has relied upon the claims of one or the other
of the above sources

professor peter crawley of the mathematics department at
brigham young university has suggested a procedure which in
the absence of the usual data offers a useful method of estimating
the note circulation for some time he has been systematically re-
cording the serial numbers and dates of kirtland safety society
bank notes which are now in private collections we have supple-
mented crawleyscrawlersCraw leys list with the serial numbers of all kirtland notes
in the church historians collection in salt lake city for a total
of 153 bank notes the church historians office also possesses
some numbered and dated but uncut notes still in sheets initially
it was hoped that these numbers on uncut sheets might be higher
than those on notes which had circulated thus providing us with
a top figure for notes in circulation however that proved not to
be the case therefore an alternative procedure suggested by
crawley was used which takes into account both the number of
notes observed and the highest serial number by denomination it
is possible to calculate the expected number of notes issued per
denomination in the following equation n 4 1nlln S 1nan

where n the total number of notes observed and S the larg-
est serial number found on any of those notes 111iiilii

1070hio0610ohio argus 19 and 26 january 1837
cleveland herald 25 january 1837

kparrishoparrishoPParnarrishsh to gainesvillepamemllepainesvillePamePainesvillemllemele republican 15 february 1838
okennedykennedy early days of mormonism p 160
help on this estimation problem was received from peter crawley mathematics james

mcdonald economics and ron heinerhemerhelner economics all of brigham young university an esti-
mation problem and procedure similar to this isis discussed by william feller inin an introduction to

probability theory and its application volume 1 new york john wileywilcy & sons 1968 ppap 226
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there were three major issues the first between 484 8 january
apparently consisted only of 1 2 and 3 denominations on the
uncut sheets these notes appear four to the sheet with two being

1 notes one a 2 note and one a 3 note there is evidence that
at least some of these were numbered consecutively per sheet
which would mean that there are only one fourth as many 2 and

3 notes as their serial numbers indicate while some of the ac-
tual serial numbers suggest this practice others deny it due to
consecutive numbering of 2 or 3 notes therefore we have as-
sumed that it was not used at all which means that our estimate
contains an upward bias

given this procedure we estimate that in early january there
were issued no more than 5182 in 1 notes 3856 in 2 notes
and 6630 in 3 notes for a total of 15668 see appendix B for
computations there are two other sources which may lend some
support or at least do not seriously contradict our estimate for the
january note issue the first is a consecutively numbered list of
notes for discounting january 1837 which contains all numbers
for 1 notes between 799 and 1864 considerably under our high-
est number of 4713 for 2 notes between 346 and 869 our
highest number is 1654 and for 3 notes between 347 and 870
our number is 1896 since none of these notes exceeds our high-

est number we are confident that our estimate of 15000 is a rea-
sonably good upper bound the other source is more difficult to
interpret contained among the same bank papers as above is a list
of men many of whom are known to have been influential in the
bank after each of their names is a dollar amount which com-
bined total 17928 there is no way of confirming exactly what
this list is but the total and timing raise the possibility that it
represents loans from the bank in the form of bank notes for the
purpose of placing notes in circulation 112

in addition to the reasons given above we believe that
15000 is an upper bound on the circulation of the january notes

because of clear evidence that all these notes numbered and dated
in january were not circulated at that time for example some
were countersignedcountersigned by brigham young much later in utah and is-
sued as gold certificates in order to fulfill an earlier prophecy of
joseph smiths that someday the kirtland safety society notes
would be as good as gold 113 if we assume that half to two

111list111 list of notes for discounting january 1837 nauvoo collection church archives salt
lake city utah

mbrighambnghambangham young neednt have gone to such pains to ensure that this prophecy was fulfilled
today these notes are worth far more than the exchange rate between currency and gold
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thirds of these notes were actually circulated in january we come
up with an estimate between 8000 to 10000 in circulation

from an examination of the serial numbers associated with the
february issue it is fairly certain that the 1 2 and 3 notes
came from sheets which had been consecutively numbered starting
in january therefore the february issue of these notes is equal to
the total january through february issue minus the january issue
that issue plus the new 5 10 and 20 notes which were appar-
ently issued for the first time in february places the following up-
per bound on the total february issue

1 notes 976
2notes2 notes 1928
3notes3 notes 9282
5notes5 notes 9780

10 notes 12250
20 notes 12020

for a total of approximately 46000 again for the same reasons
as stated relative to the january issue we believe this to be an
overestimate the actual face value of this issue was probably
closer to 30000

since the february issue came after the suspension of specie
payments by the bank one can predict with almost absolute cer-
tainty that there existed a heavy discount against notes of this and
the previous issue almost all banks even chartered banks redeem-
ing in specie had discounts charged against their notes outside
their immediate vicinity if there was any doubt about the finan-
cial soundness of the institution the discount commonly ranged
between 508050 80 percent 114 smalling claimed that by 1 february the
safety society notes were selling for 121212 viVi cents on the dollar 115

given the kirtland safety societysSocie tys suspension of payments its
lack of charter small capital base etc the discount against its
notes was undoubtedly large thus assuming smallings figure to
be reasonably accurate it follows that by 1 february the 10000
january issue would have been worth only 1250 a loss of 8750
to the holders of those notes if they initially traded at par in ad-
dition a february note issue of 30000 face value would not
have been worth more than 3750 in market value if the dis-
count on 1 february was in fact 87 12 percent the subsequent is-
sue in february would have undoubtedly reduced the market value
of those notes even further

huntington banking and currency in ohio p 345
oark115ciarkdark gleanings by the way p 334
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in march it is less clear that the note issue represented notes
consecutively numbered starting inin january and continuing
through march however due to the absence of repetitive num-
bers and the relatively larger numbers in march we believe that to
have been the case under that assumption the march issue would
have had the following characteristics

1 notes an issue of notes with smaller serial numbers than
the previous high in january or february

2 notes an issue of notes with smaller serial numbers than
the previous high in january or february

3 notes an issue of notes with smaller serial numbers than
the previous high in january or february

5 notes 1280
10 notes 9150
20 notes 20920
50 notes116notes16notes 116ilg16 9800

100 notes 23300
estimation by the highest serial number does not enable us to

determine the total in this case though if we look just at the 5

through 100 notes the total is approximately 65000 one no-
tices immediately the issue of notes of higher denominations
which likely is evidence of additional discounts against the kirtl-
and notes crary claims that in a few weeks the bills were sold
for 3 per 100 3 cents on the dollar 11117117 later in july george
S richards in a letter to edwin pearson claimed that even in
kirtland these notes were selling for 1 to 10 cents on the dol-
lar 118 therefore it seems likely that the market value of the
march issue did not exceed more than 60006000 119

the total circulation means little since the january notes cir-
culated at a very different value from the february notes which

116thethe highest serial number observed for 50 notes was 186 except for one note numbered
2384 we have left that note out of our estimate because it was so much higher than all the other
notes as to cast doubt on its validity as a consecutively numbered note additional support for this
suspicion stems from the observation that it is numbered and dated in a different hand flofrofiogromfromm other
notes most of which seem to have been numbered in the same hand possibly at the same timerimedime
and then dated later according to the time of issue probably what happened was that the person is-
suing the 50 notes on march 9 came upon this unnumbered note and to be safe placed a high
four digit number on it

crary pioneer and personal reminiscences p 55
118 george118george S richards to edwin pearson 20 july 1837 S W richards correspondence hunt-

ington libraryIlibrary san marino california
other sources confirm that the discount against the kirtland safety society notes was large

in his account of this period benjamin johnson declares that no one would think of giving coin
in exchange nor notes except at a great discount see benjamin F johnson my lifes review in-
dependence mo zions printing and publishing company 1947 p 21 jonathan crosby in his
diary states that he spent a day running about trying to sic with kirtland money but could get
nothing papers of ofjonathanjonathan and caroline crosby church archives salt lake city utah
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again were different in value from the march issue it is like com-
paring apples oranges and pomegranates nevertheless since
that total amount has been the subject of historical debate table
17 presents our estimates for the reasons listed above we believe
the total of 123088 to be an upper bound and feel more com-
fortablefortable with an estimate two thirds that amount or around
85000

table 17

ESTIMATES OF TOTAL circulation OF KIRTLAND SAFETY
SOCIETY BANK NOTES JANUARY MARCH 1837

actual highest estimated
number serial number face
of notes number of notes value of

denomination observed n observed N notes
1 19 5647 5944 5944
2 9 1654 1836 3672
3 11 4643 506451064 15192
5 30 212138215838 2208 11040

10 40 2090 2140 21400
20 19 1567 164711647 32940
50 16 186 196 9800

100 89 209 231 23100

153 19266 123088
estimation procedure N ninnlnlnlnlnnl S 1nan where N the expected number of notes

issued per denomination n total nunumbermberaber of notes observed per denodenominatidenominationdenominateminati on and S the larg-
est serial number on the notes by denomination

returning to the claims by contemporary observers craryscharys
and kennedyskennedyaKennedys claims of zero and infinity can be dismissed with-
out our estimates the cleveland herald and ohio argus figures

36000 and 40000 appear to be excessive for january while
that of the cleveland advertiser 12000 for the same month
seems plausible it is possible that joseph smith and warren par-
rish may have both been accurate if they were speaking of differ-
ent time periods parrishsparrisisParrishs claim that the note circulation had been

150000 was made in february 1838 after an issue in july 1837
of an undetermined amount for which he was responsible he in-
sisted that joseph smith had claimed that there were only 10000
in notes outstanding but indicates that smith had made this
claim earlier 120 if smith spoke of the january issue his figure
may not have been erroneous

120parrish to gainesvillepainesvillePaines ville republican 15 february 1838
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we find no evidence to support brodies fanciful claim that
tinowtcnownow began the most exuberantly prosperous fortnight in kirt
lands history everyones pockets bulged with bills local debts

off at 12112 1were paid once
some light is shed on one other point one of the notes with

a face value of 100 is signed by warren parrish in july 1837
this is independent evidence supporting the charge by joseph
smith and the daily herald and gazette that parrish was issuing
and circulating notes after smith had publicly removed himself on
june 8 from the banks operations subsequently smith warned
that

the brethren and friends of the church ought to beware of
speculators renegadoesrcnegadoesrenegadoes and gamblers who are duping the unsuspect-
ing and the unwary by palming upon them those bills which are
not of worth here I1 discountenance and disapprove of any and all
such practices I1 know them to be detrimental to the best interests
of society as well as to the principles of religion 122112

thus dudley dean misunderstood the situation when in a recent
article he called joseph smiths denunciation one of the most as-
toundingtounding and bizarre announcements ever made by a bank found-
er 125123113115 smiths warning might more accurately be viewed as a
timely attempt to thwart parrisisparrishsParrishs ill advised and perhaps fraudu-
lent effort to revive the ill fated bank

5 subscriptions and sspecie in the kirtland safety society bank the
recent discovery of the safety societysSocie tys ledger book124 makes it pos-
sible to say more about the number and amount of investments
than could be said in the past

a there were 200 investors who purchased 39025 shares 125

the eaearliestrliestbliest purchases were on 18 october 1836 most were dur-
ing november and december 1836 when there were 115 and 59
transactions respectively however some deposits for stock were
made as late as june 1837 table 18 shows the timing of these
stock transactions

b the face value was 50 per share however the actual
amount paid surprisingly varied from investor to investor for the
same date and amount of stock the price varied from a low of

brodie no man knows my Hishistorytoty p 196
messenger and advocate 3 august 183756018371857 560
dudleyu3dudley bank bomborn of revelation p 853

simostuimostmost of this information is from an earlier study of the ledger book by sampson and wim-
mer in kirtland safety society p 427 36

mseeaseesee appendix C for a list of the names the total amount and the price per share for each
subscriber
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13 cents per share to a high of 3955953.93393 per share after checking
small versus larger purchases prominence in church leadership and
wealth we have been unable to determine a clear pattern for these
prices though there does appear to be some correlation with abil-
ity to pay see appendix C for a list of the subscribers and the
amount each owned and paid per share figure 2 shows the distri-
bution of prices paid per share sixty seven of the 200 subscribers
paid 262614VA cents per share the mode

c the median subscription equalledequalled 12.001200 meaning 50 per-
cent of the subscribers paid in less than 120012.001200 and 50 percent
more than 12.001200 of the total subscribers 80 percent paid less
than 50 for their stock and only 12 percent subscribed 100 or
more figure 3 shows the various amounts subscribed per person
it appears therefore that the banks failure did not impose great
losses upon the average subscriber 120012.001200 represents about one
weeks market income in 1840

d the total subscription paid in to the kirtland safety so-
ciety by its subscribers was equal to 21315.402131540 some subscriptions
were subsequently withdrawn leaving a net amount of 19644.701964470
it is not known how much of this amount was specie as opposed
to the notes of other banks nor how much may have represented
land or similar assets church members were requested to pay in
gold or silver 126 and there is no mention in the ledger of land
subscriptions

table 19 shows that by january and the formal opening of
the bank almost 15000 or 70 percent of the total subscriptions
had been completed however the number of subscriptions 106
that occurred after suspension in late january 1837 is surprising
and another indication of the unusual local support given this
bank thus it is possible that the bank had 16000 in specie in
january 1837 as claimed by the ohio argus 127111121 even parrish whose
intent was to belittle the bank acknowledges later in 1838 that
there was 6000 in specie 1281211 our estimates of the amount of
stock subscriptions deposited with the bank by january 1837 and
of the upper bound on notes circulated during the same month
are almost identically 15000 each thus during january 1837 the
bank was essentially on a 100 percent reserve backing lending
strong support to our argument that it was the lack of a charter
and not the size of the note issue or the lack of specie backing
which was the primary cause of the banks failure

126 126messengermessenger and advocate 3 january 1837443
1270hioohio argus 19 january 1837
128 128parrishparrish to gainesvillepainesvillePainesville republican 15 february 1838
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6 estimated losses associated with the failure of the safety society

the stock subscriptions were of course only part of the losses re-
sulting from the failure of the safety society the largest losses
were likely due to the loss in value of the kirtland bank notes
buildings land etc could all be reclaimed but stock and bank
notes became literally worthless of course the loss on the notes
would have been rather widely diffused depending upon how
widespread the circulation and the rate of change in the discount
against them we can place an upper bound on losses from these
two sources by the following assumptions

1 if the stock became worthless and no assets were left over
to divide among subscribers then all paidpaldin in subscriptsubscriptionsi0ns
were lost a loss of 19664.701966470

2 if there was initially no discount against the january note
issue those who passed these notes at larger and larger dis-
counts eventually lost around 10000

3 if we assume the february issue had a face value of
30000 but a market value of only 121212 vi percent of that

amount losses from this issue amounted to 3750
4 if we use the higher value lower discount mentioned by

george S richards of 1 to 10 cents on the dollar to esti-
mate the market value of the march issue losses from this
issue would have been no more than 6000

the above losses probably all high total just over 40000 if
we assume further that kirtland families earned an average income
of 400 per year and that all the losses from both stock and note
issues were borne by the 200 kirtland subscribers to the bank
undoubtedly the losses to note holders were much more widely

spread than that then the average mormon family in kirtland
might have lost as much as 200 or one half of a years income
considering the upward bias in each assumption a more likely fig-
ure might be half that or 100 still a considerable sum for that
day and community undoubtedly such losses serve as a partial
explanation for the disenchantment and bitterness of some mem-
bers toward the bank and joseph smith at the same time small-
ings charge in 1838 that smith brought destruction and misery
on a great many respectable families that are now reduced to
distress while smith and other mormon leaderslleaderleaderssl live in splendor
and all kinds of extravagance is surely an exaggeration 129

129cjarkoarkdark gleanings by the way p 336
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7 joseph smiths personal financial commitment to the society As
illustrated by the above quote from smalling it has been argued
that the bank was a scheme which enabled joseph smith to profit
at the expense of the other members from the ledger book one
finds that joseph smiths subscriptions to the society to talled
1360 only one other person subscribed more john green

1883501885501883.50188350 130 joseph smith paid 45 cents per share more on a per
share basis than 85 percent of the subscribers joseph smith in-
creased his personal subscriptions to the society during february
and march when the bank was in difficulty and few others were
continuing to make subscriptions 131 smith borrowed money from
two banks and arranged for a third loan apparently in an effort to
help the struggling society the first loan on 2 january was from
the bank of geaugageaugh for 3018.99301899 the second for 1225 on july
3 was from the commercial bank of lake erie cleveland132 and
the third appears to have been loans to the kirtland safety society
on notes of that bank for 22000 by the bank of monroe in
michigan133Michigan133 a bank in which the church also held an interest
with oliver cowdery serving as its vice president 134 at the same
time joseph smith began making his first large sales of land
from 20 january almost the day the society suspended payments
until 10 april immediately after his appeal to the church for
their support of the society joseph smith sold 5100 worth of
land 135 how much if any of these funds might have been used
to support the struggling bank is unknown clearly joseph smith
lost heavily from the failure of the safety society

considering the serious impact of the failure of the bank upon
joseph smiths personal financial position and upon his role as
church and civic leader in kirtland one wonders why he went
ahead with the bank after it was apparent that it would not re-
ceive a charter perhaps the following may help explain his deci-
sion

first it should be noted again that he received encouragement
to defy the anti banking legislature by some democraticantidemocraticanti news-
papers and political groups the gainesvillepainesvillePainesville republican 19 january

kirtland safety society ledger book 1836 37 mormon manuscripts chicago historical so-
ciety chicago illinois

ibid p 13
geaugh132geaugageaugaGeauga county court records 1837

mthisathishis information isis from a single ledger page of the bank of monroe found inin the nauvoo
collection church archives salt lake city utah

3434jesseelesseejessee diary of wilford woodruff p 384
geaughgeauga county ohio land records 1830 40 genealogical society library salt lake city

utahih
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1837 for example declared the law an outrage upon equal
rights insisting that no legislative body has the con-
stitutional right to grant privileges to one set of men in regard to
the use of money and prohibit the enjoyment of like privileges by
others

second we have suggested above that joseph smith sidney
rigdon and others directly involved were closely counseled by law-
yers on the creation of the bank the two organizing documents
of 2 november 1836 and 2 january 1837 respectively are unlikely
products of a lay hand quite plainly they were drawn by counsel
moreover the differences between the two documents indicate le-
gal craftsmanship even more strongly than the style and content
of the documents themselves the organization of the society its
form and legality were matters upon which joseph smith ob-
viously had close legal counsel and assistance it is our conclusion
that the legal advice he received was incorrect or at best poor it
seems likely that benjamin bissell was the lawyer who counseled
joseph smith concerning the bank and who drew the organizing
documents in both versions see appendix D it was bissell who
was likely responsible for the legal argument that the 1816 statute
had been implicitly repealed by the ohio legislature in 1824 and
who unsuccessfully defended joseph smith and sidney rigdon in
the litigation contesting the legality of the bank

third there were significant financial incentives for joseph
smith to do all he possibly could to convert the institution into a
successful bank by april 1837 his financial problems mustmust have
been apparent and burdensome A bank in addition to enhancing
his material wealth would have helped him meet his cash flow
problems by converting his wealth in land into more liquid notes
needed to meet the demands by his creditors

fourth since 200 members of the church had previously in-
vested in the bank between october and december of 1836 his
image as a religious and civic leader was at stake he did not
know that the bank charter was to be refused until early january
and there remained some hope until late february that a charter
might yet be obtained

fifth startupstart up costs had been previously incurred in obtaining
the engraving plates notes physical facilities and so on this epi-
sode is an excellent example of the economic principle which de-
clares these costs as sunk costs and argues that they should not
enter into decision making if joseph smiths decision to go ahead
with the bank in spite of its lack of a charter was due to these
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previously incurred startupstart up costs it is obvious from the vantage
point of hindsight that he made a very serious error in judgment
the inability of the bank to meet his expectations and its eventual
failure cost him dearly in terms of creditability and personal finan-
cial resources

while he may have been encouraged in his decision by various
groups and by bad professional advice from lawyers ultimately the
responsibility for the decision to proceed with the bank was his

unforeseen events including his difficulty in collecting on re-
tail credit granted members of the church the panic of 1837 and
the failure of the safety society reversed earlier optimistic expecta-
tions and established trends which left him with a liquidity crisis
which he could not meet in the short run in the face of numer-
ous lawsuits and threats upon his life joseph smith chose the al-
ternativeternative of fleeing kirtland a personal defeat since he fled not
only creditors but also had to leave behind the temple and the
community he had gathered there is evidence that he continued
to regard the debts which he left behind as obligations his
wealth was transferred to others and as late as 1843 then five
years later and far away in nauvoo illinois he was still attempt-
ing to settle his debts in kirtland 136

perhaps no one has better captured the meaning of these
events in kirtland than warren cowdery even though he himself
was already somewhat disenchantedenchanteddisenchanterdis and at odds with joseph
smith

respecting the management of our banking institution much has
been said and variousvadiousvarious opinions and conjectures offered by friends
and foes we are not bankers bank stockholders or financiers we
believe that banking is as much a regular science trade or busi-
ness as those of law or physics and that a man may be an
eminent civilian and know nothingofnothing of consequence of the principles
of medicine he may be a celebrated divine and be as liable to
failfall in the management of a bank as he would in constructing a bal-
loon

we are not prepared in our feelings to censure any man we
wish to extend that charity to others which under similar circum-
stances we should claim at their hands permit us also further to
remark that it is no more consistent with our feelings and our
wishes than our duty to say who under the then existing circum-
stances would have done any better other men under far more
propitious circumstances have failed it is easy to see when the

36smiths36smiths correspondencewithcorrespondence with oliver granger and others in the nauvoo period shows that he
made a number of efforts to settle these debts
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deed is done the die cast and the time gone by where there were
errors they may have been errors of the head and not of the
heart 13717131

recapitulation
1I in our estimation previous historians have tended to view

the kirtland economy and events associated with it from an ex-
cessivelycessively moralistic viewpoint and have misread much of the evi-
dence comments and recollections by residents of kirtland as
well as rising land values suggest that kirtland enjoyed prosperity
in 1836 similar to the rest of northern ohio

II11 the concept of excessive speculation to explain rising land
values and the subsequent economic bust is misleading our re-
search suggests a close correlation between population increases
and rising land values based on these rising values joseph smith
and his creditors were not amiss in anticipating good times eco-
nomicallyno and lending or borrowing on that expectation

III111 meticulous research into court records and the papers of
joseph smith indicate that josephs total cumulative indebtedness
over the period 1835371835 37 was a little over 100000 rather than in
excess of 150000 as brodie maintains there is evidence that at
least 60000 of this debt was subsequently settled possibly much
more brodie ignores smiths assets we have found that smith
owned land in conjunction with others worth 130000 assuming
that this was bought entirely on credit which is unlikely smith
and company held 59500 in equity as a result of rising
land values thus smith and other investors associated with him
had assets in excess of their debts when they left kirtland in early
1838 these assets would likely have been adequate to cover
smiths business ventures had there been sufficient liquid capital
and a continuing prosperity

IV without a sufficient national currency in this period and
in need of capital the mormonscormons launched their bank to transfer
landed wealth into a more liquid form unfortunately their tim-
ing was bad since the state legislature refused charters to all en-
couragedcouraged by proponents of more liberal local banking policies and
perhaps by bad legal counsel the mormonscormons set up an unchartered
bank which had difficulty circulating its notes heavy demand for
redemption forced the mormonscormons to suspend specie payments
although the bank continued its operation for another six months

131 Messenger and advocate 3 july 1837539 40
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before finally closing evidence suggests that the first note issue
may have been no more than 10000 with as much as 15000 of
paidpaldin in subscriptions as backing subsequent issues of larger nomi-
nal amounts may have brought the total to as much as 100000
heavy discounts against these notes however probably kept the
real value outstanding at about the same as the initial amount
this is considerably less than mormon critics have assumed avail-
able evidence also indicates that mormon investors may have lost
as much as 100000 for an average loss of approximately a quar-
ter of their annual income joseph smith and other leaders no
doubt suffered even heavier losses

V our study suggests that the economic situation in kirtland
was not so bad as students have supposed and that joseph smith
and other mormon leaders operated on common assumptions
about economic trends had they been able to secure a charter it
is likely that the demand on their bank would not have become
excessive and thus the institution might have become a successful
business enterprise the initiation of the anti banking experiment
was unquestionably a mistake but one of political misjudgment
rather than intentional fraud mormon losses at kirtland were
heavy for some but perhaps not sufficient to explain the degree of
disillusionment and protest which followed there is room for a
reconsideration of the sources of dissent at kirtland which may
be undertaken at another time
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APPENDIX A

ALENDARCALENDAR OF JOSEPH SMITHS BUSINESS AND LEGAL transactions
ite source transaction

may GC land bought land from F G williams 177.7717777 112 acres
may GC land bought land from john johnson 222.302223022250 2 acres
may GC land bought land from F G williams 2200.00220000 103 acres

dec GC land bought land from L & K rich 50.005000 12 acres

35

oct GC land bought land from edmund bosley 400.0040000 4 acres

necdec GC land bought land from F G williams 177.7017770 4 acres

6

apraar GC land mortgage signed peter french 9777.50977750
may hill hunt signed note george boosinger 735.507355075550 due 2 years
may hill hunt signed note george boosinger 20000 due 6 months

jun CHO purchased goods J F scribner 790.7179071 buffalo
jun CHO purchased goods M H bingo 1334.79133479155479 buffalo
jun GC court purchased goods john newbold 287.322873228752

note signed and due in six months
jun GC court signed note for goods hezekiah kelly

due in 6 months 2014.74201474
1111luiliuli GC court signed note william barker for money or

land in missouri by sept 1 next 621.3262132

sep GC court note due william barker 77367 7 36 246.9624696
sep CHO signed note for goods D 0 ketchum 246.9624696

due in dec
sep GC landaland3 bought land hiram dayton 800.0080000 39 acres
sep GC land bought land william draper 200.0020000 131413 vav4 acres
sep jop1jopa signed note cyrus lake due 4 months 50.005000
sep GC court elijah chaneychancy signed note payable to

joseph smith for 2003920059200.3920039
sep GC land sold land to loren babbitt 300.003000050000 vi acre
sep GC land sold land to david elliott 800.0080000 vav212 acre

oct CHO bought land from claudius staunardstannardStaunard
oct GC court note signed for land timothy martindale

due jan 1 1837 seems to have been for 6914.00691400
more than 5000 but that figure is all
that can be verified and is the amount
of later suits 8

oct GC land bought land from peter french 11777.701177770 23912239259 acres
oct GC court notes signed by lory and charles holmes 5000.00500000

due in 11 months 5000.00500000
2000.00200000
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appendix A continued

date source transaction
18361836continuedcontinued

8octvoct8 oct CHO purchased goods mead stafford & co 812.0181201
lo1010 oct GC land bought land from alpheus russell 12904.001290400 132 acres
lo1010 oct GC land land mortgage alpheus russell 12904.001290400
lo1010 oct CHO purchase goods Z griswold 104.1310413
11 oct GC court signed note for goods winthrop eatonbaton

due in 6 months 1143.01114301
11 oct GC court signed note claudius staunardstannardStau nard 235.502355025550
12 oct CHO signed note for goods bailey keeler

& rensen due in 9 months 1804941804.94180494
13 oct CHO paid cash 911.1491114 thompson and co in

NY carpets
14 oct GC land bought land from lory holmes 200.0020000 1 acre
15 oct GC land sold land to jacob bump 100.0010000 vi acre
15 oct GC land sold land to jared carter 100.0010000 12 acre
16 oct CHO purchased safe jesse delano NY 250.7525075
16 oct GC court bill due J F scribner 616366 16 36 790.9179091

2novinov2 nov GC land bought land from edmund bosley 200.0020000 66 rods
15 nov GC court signed note ezra holmes due jan 1 118378371857857 280.302803028050
26 nov hill hunt4hunta note due george boosinger 526365 26 36 200.0020000

1 dec CHO note due D V ketchum 91369 1 36 246.9624696
idec3dec3 necdec CHO due claudius staunardstannardStau nard for land purchase 2000.00200000
idec5dec5 necdec GC land bought land from jacob bump 3500.00350000 155 rods
idec8dec8 dec GC land sold land to martha parrish 250.0025000 88 rods

11 dec GC land sold land to caroline smith 50.005000 242 rods
14 dec GC court signed note george A J patterson for

goods due in one month 596.4659646
17 dec GC court note due john A newbold 617366 17 36 287.322873228752
18 dec GC court note due hezekiah kelly 618366 18 36 2014.74201474
20 dec GC court bought goods from john newbold 40000400.0040000
1837

1 jan GC court note due timothy martindale 1013610 1 36 5037.00503700505700
ijan1 jan GC court note due ezra holmes 11153611 15 36 208.3020830
ijan1 jan GC court bill to be paid john newbold 12203612 20 36 400.0040000
2 jan GC court signed note bank of geaugageaugh due in 45 days 3018.99301899
4 jan GC land bought land john johnson 222.302223022250 1 acre vi12 ro

14 jan GC court note due george A J patterson 12143612 14 36 596.4659646
20 jan GC land sold land to isaac H bishop 1000.00100000 32 rods
20 jan jop5jopa note due cyrus lake 929369 29 36 50.005000

16l6feblefebfeb GC court note due bank of geaugageaugh 929369 29 36 3018003018.00
25 feb GC court arrested martindale

18 mar JOP judgment for M usher vs J smith 35.5735575557
24 mar GC court arrested bank of geaugageaugh
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appendix A continued

te source transaction
6 continued

mar GC court arrested hezekiah kelly
mar dillhunthillhuntHilL Hunt signed note hall & easton 262.0026200
apraar hillrldshilhrlds note due hall & easton 262.4126241
apraar JOP note signed M C davis later turned

over to jacob bump 854.2885428
apraar GC land sold land to william marks 1500.00150000 144 acres
apraar GC land sold land to william marks 300.003000050000

bought josephs right to alpheus
russells land

apraar GC land sold land to william marks 500.0050000
bought josephs right to peter french
land

apraar GC land sold land to william marks 30000 66 rods
apraar GC land sold land to samuel whitney sr 500.0050000 1 acre 40 rods
apraar GC land sold land to william marks 500.0050000 155 rods
apraar GC land sold land to william marks 500.0050000 154 rods
aarapr GC court note due winthrop eatonbaton 10113610 11 36 1143.01114301
apraar GC court signed note john W howden due in 5

months
apraar GC court arrestedArrest cd john newbold
may GC court note due lory & charles holmes 5000.00500000
may CHO purchase chester store kirtland 624.6662466

jun GC court signed note T underwood R bald
A spencer and S huffy for labor
& services 1450.00145000

jun GC court arrested winthrop eatonbaton
jun CHO paid to bailey keeler ramsen 600.0060000

juljui GC court signed note commercial bank of lake
erie due in 3 months 1225.00122500

juljui GC court arrested barker and seymour and griffith

sep whitneywhitney7whitneyt7 signed notes halstead haines & co 2323.66232366252366252566
for goods 2395572395.57259557

sep GC court signed note halstead haines & co
for goods due oct 15 1838 2251.00225100

sep GC court due to lory & charles holmes 5000.00500000
sep GC court note due john W howden 825.0082500
sep JOP note signed jacob bump due 60 days 43.0043004500
oct CHO due claudius staunardstannardStaunard 1033610 3 36 1000.00100000
oct GC court note due commercial bank of lake erie 1230.00123000

73377 3 37
oct GC court note due jonathan scribner 850.0085000
nov JOP note due jacob bump 927379 27 37 43.0043004500
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appendix A continued

date source transaction
1836 continued

no date CHO signed note boynton and hyde 1100001100.001100 00
later represented by davenport

hillhuntdillhunthill hunt bill gardner and patterson co 280942so94280 94

IGCGC court geaughgeauga county common pleas court record
2choachoHO records from church historians office found inin hills notes
GC land deed and mortgage records geaughgeauga county ohio 183018401830 1840
4hillhillahill hunt notes from huntington library found inin hills notes
JOP cowderysCowderys docketdocker book notes found inin hills notes
whiley6whitneywhimey whitney collection brigham young university library provo utah
for additional information on martindaleMarondalc note see joseph smith letter book letter
of newell K whitney toro josephrojoseph smith april 20 1837
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APPENDIX B

calculation OF JANUARY NOTE ISSUE

actual number highest serial estimated

of notes number number of face value
denomination observed observed notes N of notes

1 10 4713 5182 5182
2 6 1654 1928 3856
3 6 1896 2210 6630

TOTAL 15668
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APPENDIX C

DATA TAKEN FROM STOCK LEDGER OF KIRTLAND
SAFETY SOCIETY

amount price per
shares paid share

NAME held in dollars in dollars

able elijah 20 11.001100 5555.55

aldrich william 100 650065.00 65.6565

allenalienailen andrew 20 5255.25525 26.2626
allenalienailen daniel 40 105010.50loyo 26.2626
anderson S 60 5.75575575 09og.0909
androsonandrasonAnd roson benidminbeniaminBenidmin 20 5.25525 26.2626
badger ephraim 10 2.63263263265 26.2626
badlam alexander 20 5.00500 003005.003003
baker J 6 5575.57557 92.9292
baldwin N B 10 5.32532532552 5355.5353

baldwin nathan 75.7575

barney edson 200 3.00300500 02.0202
barr ebenezer 1000 86.858685 og09.0909
barlow israel 100 257525.75 28.2828
bishop francis 20 10.621062 5355.5353

bishop isaac 100 26.1926192619 26.2626
boney john 400 10.001000 025.025025
bonna andrew 10 2.75275 27.2727
bonney amasa 20 5.00500ooo000 25.2525

boothe sorenrosorendo 10 3.82382582 355535.35

bosley ann 200 52.505250 26.2626
bosley edmund 3000 100.0010000 0305.0303
bowen daniel 2 535553.53 27.2727
boyenton eliphalet 300 52.505250 .1818
bradford reuben 1000 26250262.50 26.2626
brasier R 4 1.05105 26.2626
brooks dorcas 200 52.505250 26.2626
butler austin 20 5.25525525 26.2626
butterfield josiah 80 24.002400 300500.300300
byntonbanton hiram 4 1.00100loo 25.2525

cahoon reynolds 2000 802.6180261 40.4040
cahoon thursa 40 10.501050 263265.263263
cahoon W P 200 14.501450 07.0707
calvins chauncey 100 32.2532255225 3252.3232
carpenter john 30 7.87787 26.2626
carter gideon 1000 25.002500 0305.0303
carter jared 2000 171.0017100 08.0808
cheney alexander 200 500.0050000 2.50250250

cheney elijah 4.00400
cheney nathan 100 27.2927292729 27.2727
choulandchowlandChouland jane 20 1.00100100loo 05.0505
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appendix C continued

amount price per
shares paid share

NAME held in dollars in dollars
clough david 20 5255.25 26.2626
coltrin herman 100 26.252625 26.2626

coltron hugh 100 26.252625 26.2626

coltrin zebedee 1000 29.752975 0305.0303
coone L R 20 5005.00500 2525.25

corey hiram 20 5255.25 26.2626
cowdery at F 100 26.3226322652 26.2626
cowdery N F 20 5255.25 26.2626
cowdery oliver 2000 197.8819788 09og.0909
davis A J 1000 5005.00500yoo 005.005005
davis leysanderleasanderLeysander 40 10.501050 26.2626
davosendavorenDavosen john 20 5255.25525 26.2626
dayton hiram 300 77.787778 0305.0303
dike simon 20 1.00100loo 05.0505

draper L 6 1.00100100loo .1717

draper william 20 5255.25525 26.2626

draper william 10 2.67267267 27.2727

dustin bechiasbechikas 60 26.272627 4345.4343
eager lewis 100 24.002400 24.2424

elliot david 60 235523.552555 40.4040
emett sam 170.0017000
fielding joseph 20 250025.00 5252.52

fisk hezikiah 20 5255.25525 26.2626
fisk sterry 40 10.001000 25.2525

foster solon 1000 645064.50 06og.0606

foster william 100 28.002800 28.2828
frank lawrence 40 4.00400 loo.100100
fuller amos 40 105010.50 26.2626
garret henry 40 103010.30 26.2626
gaylord john 2000 155.0015500 08.0808
gee george 30 8.06806806 27.2727
goodson john 100 52.505250 535553.53

goula william 60 157515.75 26.2626
grander sabra 20 5.51551551 28.2828
greene abby 20 5255.25525 26.2626
greene evan 60 41.504150 70.7070
green john 1000 1883.50188350188550 18.1818
griffith dooty 40 21.002100 52.5252
hadlick reuben 400 42.204220 ll11.1111

haggart daniel 40 10.501050 26.2626
hale jonathan 40 21.002100 535553.53

halkins chany 5255.25525

hall benjamin 200 325032.505250 iglg.1616

hampton jonathan 100 53.0053005500 5355.5353

harrison olive 10 12.13121312131215 1.21121
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appendixppendixappendix C continued

amount price per
shares paid share

NAME held in dollars in dollars

haskins nathan 30 14.201420 47.4747
healy arnold 10 3.00300500 3050.3030
hilman mayhewmayhew 1000 100.0010000 10lo.1010
holmes J H 400 105.0010500 26.2626
holtes 100 4.36436436456 04.0404
howe harriet 20 112511.25 56.5656
huntington william 40 260026.002600 6565.65

hyde heman 5 1.31131151 26.2626
ives luck 40 11.001100 28.2828
jackson daniel 20 5255.25 262.2.2626
jacobs michael 20 5.25525 26.2626
johnson emily 200 500050.0050co 25.2525

johnson huntington 10 5.62562 5656.56

johnson john 3000 600.2060020 3050.3030
johnson luke 2000 46.664666 02.0202
kellogg hiram 140 40.004000 29.2929
kimball heber C 1000 15.001500 02.0202
knight vinson 1000 262.5026250 26.2626
lyman amasa 40 5.00500 1315.1313

mcwhitneyWhitneymcwhinneyMc joel 40 10.2910291029 26.2626
merrian edwin 10 2.26226226 232523.23

millet artemus 100 80.008000 80.8080
mills daniel 100 1.75175 02.0202
morrell laban 8 1.05105 1315.1313
nalton isabella 200 50.005000 25.2525

nelton benjamin 20 11.001100 55.5555
newcomb samuel 200 53.0053005500 26.2626
nick C N 20 5.00500 2525.25

nook daniel 20 5.25525 26.2626
nood levi 40 12.091209 3050.3030
norrish W R 10 2.62262 26.2626
oangelbangelOAngel truman 80 43.7543754575 54.5454
orton roger 1000 19.001900 02.0202
packard noah 400 171.4717147 4345.4343
parker john 20 5.00500 25.2525
parker norman 200 5.00500 0305.0303
parker sam 20 5.25525 26.2626
parker samuel 28 7.36736736756 26.2626
parks horatio 10 5255 25 52.5252
peck martin 40 20.9320932095 52.5252
pemberton rafselrafael 500 100.0010000 20.2020
peterson H 200 785.9478594 3.93393395595
phelps samuel 20 2.63263263265 1315.1313
potter rutsellgutsell 1000 262.5026250 26.2626
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appendix C continued

amount price per
shares paid share

NAME held in dollars in dollars

pratt parley P 1000 102.0010200 iolo.1010
putnam jonas 2 52.5252 26.2626
perry william 40 10.501050 26.2626
robbit soren 1000 25.002500 0305.0303

rayborerRayborer elijah 40 10.001000 25.2525

raylordbaylordRaylord S 20 22.502250 1.13113
redfield harlon 20 5.25525 26.2626

rich leonard 1000 50.005000 05.0505

rigdon nancy 200 52.505250 26.2626

rigdon phebe 1200 315.003150051500 26.2626
rigdon sidney 3000 751.6475164 25.2525

rimpletonkimpletonRimpleton ben 5.00500
robinson angeline 6 1.56156156 26.2626
robinson george 40 10.521052 26.2626
rogers isaac 400 10.501050 030503.03

salisbury catharine 400 105.0010500 26.2626
sanborn S 60 16.801680 28.2828
sherwood henry 400 105.0010500 26.2626
sherwood polly 100 26.252625 26.2626
shirts peter 30 15.751575 52.5252
Shurnshumwayway otis 20 5.25525 263265.263263
Shurnshumwayway stephen 40 9759.75 24.2424

simpson avard 500.0050000
smith clarisa 100 26.252625 26.2626
smith elisha 40 10.501050 26.2626
smith emma 1200 315.003150051500 26.2626
smith george A 5 2.64264264 5355.5353
smith harry 600 21.252125 04.0404
smith hyrum 2000 169.9016990 og09.0909
smith lucey 500 131.2513125 26.2626
smith lucy 100 26.252625 26.2626
smith J B 20 2.00200 loio.1010
smith jerusha 1200 19.001900 loio.1010

smith john 500 131.251312515125 26.2626
smith joseph 3000 1360.18136018 45.4545

smith joseph sen 1000 323.50323505235052550 325232.32

smith samuel 2000 20.002000 01oi.0101

snider john 40 100.0010000 25.2525
snow erastus 10 5.25525 525.525525
snow gardner 10 7.63763763765 76.7676
snow lorenzo 30 7.91791 0305.0303
spencer danfield 20 4.75475 24.2424
spencer ethan 60.006000
saymanspyman asa 60 15.501550 26.2626
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appendix C continued

amount price per
shares paid share

NAME held in dollars in dollars

stanley sam 20 5.25525525 26.2626
stevens uriel 160 20.002000 13.1313

stoddard sophonasaphona 400 105.0010500 26.2626
stoddard sylvester 5 1.63163163 3252.3232
stott C P 6 2.50250250 42.4242
straten hiram 2252.25225

strong ezra 10 3.00300300500 3050.3030
strophe george 4 12.131213 3.03303305505
surpin jessie 20 5255.25 26.2626
thany C H 200 525052.50 26.2626
tanner john 200 725072.50 365636.36

valier alex 1 5252.52 5252.52

webb edwin 20 5255.25 26.2626
welb chauncey 40 1000 2525.25

wells lorenzo 20 5255.25525 26.2626
wheler john 20 1.00100100loo 05oy05.05

whiting dr 2000 291.0029100 14.1414

wilber M 10 3.00300500 3050.3030
william F G 2000 15.001500 008.008008
willikenbillikenWilliken nathaniel 20 50.005000 2.50250250

witer G 24 25.002500 1.04104104

woodruff wilford 20 5255.25525 26.2626
woodstock willard 20 6.00600600goo 3050.3030
young brigham 2000 7.00700 004.004004
young joseph 1000 6.11611611gli 006.006006
young lorenzo 20 5255.25525 26.2626
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APPENDIX D

THE ROLE OF LAWYERS IN THE KIRTLAND SAFETY
SOCIETY litigation AND DEBT PROBLEMS OF

JOSEPH SMITH JR AND OTHER CHURCH LEADERS

there is no evidence that there were any lawyers among the latter day
saints at kirtland the first concluded legal action in ohio in which joseph
smith was involved was a civil assault and battery charge initiated by calvin
W stoddard who alleged that joseph had beaten him up on 21 april 1835 jo-
seph smith represented himself and prevailed court of common pleas record
book Q p 497 geaugageaugh county ohio the next concluded action in which
joseph smith was involved was an action for 200 for labor initiated by den-
nis lake lake prevailed in the justice of the peace court in 1834 an appeal
to the court of common pleas resulted in a new trial in 1835 in which jo-
seph smith prevailed in this jury trial smith was represented by benjamin bis-
sell court of common pleas record book Q p 506 geaugageaugh county ohio

none of the records of other actions involving joseph smith indicate who
appeared as his counsel although in some instances a general reference to coun-
sel was made this is not an uncommon omission in summary record books
inasmuch as the original pleadings themselves are not available we cannot be
certain as to the identity of smiths counsel in all cases where he was represent-
ed bissell however had a continuing relationship with the smith family in
april 1838 bissell represented josephs brother william in an action brought by
gilbert granger on a note made by william to joseph and negotiated by jo-
seph to granger the case was settled court of common pleas record book
W p 195 geaugageaugh county ohio in 1835 samuel smith another of josephs
brothers was represented by bissell in an action brought by george metcalf
court of common pleas record book S p 95 geaugageaugh county ohio no

lawyer other than bissell appears to have represented any member of the smith
family in any case in which the identity of counsel appears in the records

the only other lawyer who appears to have represented any prominent LDS
persons was ira C paine who represented reynolds cahoon john johnson
and newell K whitney in an action initiated by solon corning in 1836
court of common pleas record book S p 404 geaughgeauga county ohio paine

also represented edson barney royal barney and truman 0 angell in an ac-
tion initiated by henry skinner in 1837 on a note made by them to joseph
smith and negotiated by him to skinner skinner obtained a default judgment
by confession with no actual appearance by the defendants after which the
barneisbarneys and angell appeared and sought to set aside the judgment on the
ground that the note was given for notes of the kirtland safety anti banking
society which were alleged by paine on behalf of the defendants to have
been illegal and without value this defense failed in june 1837 and skinner re-
covered a judgment against the barneysbarneis and angell on the note court of
common pleas record book U p 99 geaugageaugh county ohio this case sug-
gests that paine is an unlikely advocate to have assisted in organizing the bank
or in defending it in the litigation commenced by samuel D rounds

the other active trial lawyers in geaugageaugh county in the 1836371836 37 period who
were involved in some way with the latter day saints were william lee perkins
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and reuben hitchcock perkins is the lawyer most frequently noted as appear-
ing against joseph smith and other latter day saint leaders hitchcock prose-
cuted the litigation contesting the legality of the bank thus neither of these
men is likely to have consulted in the creation of the bank bissell paine
hitchcock and perkins were all relatively young lawyers in 1836371836 37 having
been admitted to practice in 1830 1828 1831 and 1824 1828 in ohio respec-
tively hitchcock was prosecuting attorney in geaugageaugh county in 1835361835 36 and
inin 1837391837 39 in the intervening term 1836371836 37 perkins was prosecuting attorney
bissell served as state senator from geaugageaugh county in 1839401839 40 and lived out
his ilfelifefifehife in practice achieving success and some distinction no references to
paine other than as an attorney have been found hitchcock son of the politi-
cally prominent peter hitchcock who served twenty eight years on the ohio
supreme court served as presiding judge of the geaughgeauga county court of
common pleas from 1851 to his retirement perkins served as state senator
from geaugageaugh county in 1843461843 46 and thereafter enjoyed a politicaloliticalpoliticaloli tical and lelegalgaigal ca-

reer equivalent to that of bissell history of geaugageaugh anand lake counties ohio

1878 philadelphia william brothers 187811878 ppap 23 30 575857 58 6164.616461 64
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